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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to determine if there is

duplication of certain leadership instruction presented to Infantry

Officer Basic Course students and if programmed instruction can be

used to overcome the defect. Prograned instruction could be used as

a brushup or review for those students entering the Infantry Officer

Basic Course in lieu of some formal platform instruction. Thus saving

instructional time and reducing or eliminating the duplication of

instruction defect.

Following this line of reasoning, the first task was to

define the concept of leadership as taught by the leadership and

Comnand Committee, U. S. Army Infantry School and Reserve Officer

Training Corps units. Investigation revealed that both institution's

definition of the concept of leadership was the same.

The next task was to analyze the concept of leadership instruc-

tion presented to !(eserve Office Training Corps cadets and to Infantry

Officer Basic Course students at the U. S. Army Infantry School to

determine if an overlap existed.

The final task was to determine if a self-instructional program-

med lesson could be written that would teach or review the basic concept

of leadership to Infantry Officer Basic Course students most of whom

are Reserve Officer Training Corps graduates and write the self-instruc-

tional programmed unit. N

iii
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Investigation proved that there is an extensive overlap in the

concept of leadersh~ip instruction in the Reserve Officer Training Corps

Course and Infantry Officer Basic Course.

Because other subjects closely related to leadership--management,

logic, human behavior--had been successfully programmed, it was deter-

mined that the concept of leadership could be taught through the use of

programmed instruction media.

The concept of leadership was programmed in a constructed-

response, linear format containing 129 frames. This self-instructional

programmed unit was reviewed by, and an examination administered to,

one faculty member and five students at the Command and General Staff

College to solicit their opinion as to the worthiness of the instrument.

From the investigation, it was concluded that the self-instruc-

tional programmed unit could correct the duplication of instruction

defect and that the unit warrants further testing.

,
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

Military history reflects an evolutionary progress in the

methods of leadership--progress which has been closely associated with-

out Increased research and understanding of human behavior. Scientific

and technological advances of recent years, combined with those that can

be foreseen, are causing changes in our educational and leadership con-

cepts which many people describe as more revolutionary than evolutionary.

Current warfare doctrine deals with powerful forces of destruc-

tion such as nuclear weapons of several types, missiles, and other

highly sophisticated weapon delivery systems. In a war of the future it

is conceivable that the roles of the individual and of the small unit

leader will Increase tremendously in importance as greatly improved

means of accomplishing their missions are placed at their disposal.

Such problem make It extremely important that today's small

unit leader be able to exercise leadership skills of the highest caliber.

He must better prepare himself to handle both current problem and those

that may be ahead. His initial leadership preparation, which must

establish a good foundation, makes it vitally important that he receive

leadership instruction of the highest caliber in the most efficient

manner.

This chapter outlines certain problem areas regarding the

efficiency of leadership instruction being presented to junior infantry
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officers and the investigation thett will be conducted to verify the

* i existing problems. This chapter also establishes the purpose of the

thesis and its usefulness to military science.

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

There is not a more exacting, challenging, or tougher job in

the United States Army than commanding a rifle platoon in combat.

Combat is a unique environment for any man especially to a young man

just remved from his teens. In the combat setting the young rifle

platoon leader will be exposed for the first time to many strenuous

situations and decision-making predicaments.

This young man is not only charged with the responsibility of

accomplishing a military mission, he also has in his direct charge, the

safety and welfare of forty-plus soldiers. These soldiers are the

platoon leader's primary resource in accomplishing his mission. They

come to him in good health. They should have a reasonable chance to

leave him the same way.

No matter how good or how poor the rifle platoon leader may be,

when the first enemy bullet cracks overhead every eye in the platoon is

focused on him wanting and expecting confident instructions and leader-

ship.

When the unit accomplishes its combat mission In an orderly and

efficient manner, and maintains a high level of morale, discipline, and

esprit-de-corps, then, and only then, does the rifle platoon leader know

that he has reached his goal. That goal is a combat effective unit

which is what military leadership is all about.
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The United States Army is Intimately concerned with the develop-

ment of military leaders. Leadership development is a continuous

educational program ranging from informal unit instruction, through the

more formal basic course, and Officer Candidate School, and finally,

to the seminar approach used at the senior service schools.

Within the Army, the United States Army Infantry School is the

principal proponent agency for leadership instruction. Within the U.S.

Army Infantry School the Command and Leadership Committee is charged

with the responsibility of conducting leadership instruction. Included

in the Command and Leadership Committee's mission is the requirement for

revising, updating, and pioneering leadership instruction. It also

presents formal leadership instruction to such resident classes as the

Infantry Officer Advanced Course, Infantry Officer Basic Course, Infantry

Officer Candidate Course, and Noncommissioned Officer Candidate Course.

As with any large organization and a complex mission operating

vithin a dynamic situation, efficiency of operations in most cases

means the difference between success and failure. The United States

Army Infantry School is no exception. Today's new leadership problems

further aggravate the situation. Drug abuse, race relations, and the

need for a better un derstanding of human behavior tax the capabilities

of all leaders and warrant imdiate coverage in leadership instruction.

Unfortunately, instructional time is a precious commodity at all educe-

tional institutions and usually there is not enough time available to

properly address all of these pressing topics.

The key to solving the lack of time problem appears to be

efficient use of time. Leadership instruction must be examined and new
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teaching methods applied to insure that each precious minute of leader-

ship instruction is used to obtain maximum results.

The specific purpose of this thesis is to determine if there

is unwarranted duplication of leadership instruction presented to

Infantry Officer Basic Course students and the likelihood of programmed

instruction promising to partially overcome the defect.

HYPOTHESIS TO BE TESTED AND QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED

Development of this thesis rests on the testing of two hypothe-

ses which are as follows:

1. The concept of leadership instruction presented to Infantry

Off icer Basic Course students at the United States Army Infantry School

is an overlap of prior courses but not enough to delete that instruct-

tion.

2. A self-instructional programmed unit can be written that

will teach or review the basic concept of leadership to Infantry Officer

Basic Course students in less time than it is presently being taught by

the United States Army Infantry School.

The two hypotheses to be tested are interrelated as far as the

complete thesis is concerned in that the first hypothesis will have a

supporting effect on the second hypothesis. however, if the first

hypothesis is found to be false, the finding in no way negates the

validity of the second hypotl'zesis.

To complete the thesis several questions must be answered.

1. If some of the leadership instruction presented to Infantry

Officer Basic Course students is a repetition of prior courses, what is
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the extent of coverage that each institution devotes to the concept

of leadership?

2. Can the concept of leadership be taught through the use of

programed instructional media?

3. Which type of instructional frame format is the best for

teaching the concept of leadership through the use of a self-instruc-

tional programed unit?

Answers to these questions not only provide the foundation upon

which to construct a thesis, they may also be the solution or at least

a clue to overcoming inadequacies in current or future leadership in-

struct ion.

GENERAL SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH

The investigation of this thesis involved a research of general

background material in leadership instruction content and methods of

progreamming. Initially, most of the search for leadership material was

conducted at the U. S. Coumand and General Staff College Library and

some material was provided by faculty members in the Department of

Comnand. These materials provided ideas and direction to other re-

sources such as the Comand and Leadership Commuittee at the United States

Army Infantry School and other faculty members at the Coumand and

General Staff College with expertise in writing programmed instructional

j texts.

During the early phase of research, the writer soon discovered

that a large part of his investigation would be directed toward learning

how to develop and write a self-instructional programmed unit. Being

4 uninformed with regard to experience In this area, the writer studied
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some of the works of Dr. B. F. Skinner, Professor at Harvard University,

in the field of reinforcement techniques and sought all available

material about programmed instruction. Even though sufficient books

were available on this subject it was not possible to become a good

writer of programmed instructional lessons within the short time frame

the author was working. Prograimming instructional lessons require pro-

fessional personnel to expend many manhours in carefully analyzing

subject matter, determining student performance, preparing the program,

field testing, and revising. This costly and time consuming effort is

necessary to insure that the materials will perform the required task

of teaching. Therefore, the programmed unit in this thesis is offered

as an interim solution that should be tested and revised as necessary.

To determine the knowledge background of the student, the author

studied the program of instruction at the United States Army Infantry

School and that of the Reserve Officer Training Corps program. It is

necessary at this time to point out that the students attending the

Infantry Officer Basic Course are comprised only of Reserve Officer

Training Corps graduates and United States Military Academy graduates.

Officer Candidate School graduates receive a specific 23-week course

and they do not attend the Infantry Officer Basic Course.

After examining the leadership program of instruction at the

United States Military Academy, it was determined that cadets have been

exposed to much of the concept of leadership. Leadership instruction at

the Academy goes into much greater depth than that taught at the

Infantry School. Further investigation revealed that graduates of the

United States Military Academy make up less than five percent of the

annual Infantry Officer Basic Course attendees. Because they make up
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such a small percentage of the whole student block, the writer believes

that it will be unnecessary to conduct a detailed research of the

United States Military Academy program of instruction and eliminating it

from the study will not detract from the accuracy of the report.

Validity of the programed unit and achievement test will

initially rely on the judgment of specific faculty members and fellow

students until it can be tested by the U. S. Army Infantry School or

other interested institutions.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

To determine if in fact the concept of leadership has ever been

programmed, the writer surveyed the USCONARC list of programed lessons

and found that the concept of leadership has not been pro grammed. Next

the operations officer of the Command and Leadership Comittee at the

Infantry School was contacted to determine if the Command and Leadership

Committee had programmed or was attempting to program the concept of

leadership. Captain Boyd Harris, the operations officer, confirmed

that they had not and were not planning to program the concept of

leadership. (2)

Further research was conducted at the Command and General Staff

College Library to determine if the concept of leadership had been

programmed by other military services, government agencies, or civilian

Institutions. Investigation showed that other military services do not

teach the concept of leadership as described in this thesis.

A search through catalogs of progra me d Instructional courses

that are available in the Command and General Staff College Library



failed to turn up a programed instructional course on conceptb of

leadership.

ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

After determining the areas that must be investigated the next

step was to organize the research and findings into a presentation format

that would flow logically from the problem to the conclusion. The

following organization serves this purpose.

Chapter II describes the concept of leadership and basically

how it is presented at the United States Army Infantry School.

Chapter III concerns itself with a review and analysis of

existing leadership programs of the United States Army Infantry School

and the Reserve Officer Training Corps program to determine the scope

* of instruction and whether or not there is an overlap of leadership

instruction.

Chapter IV defines programmed instruction in general, programned

instruction in the Army, and describes various formats.

Chapter V discusses the determination of goals, performance

t objectives, developumt of the achievement test, and preparation of the

lesson outline.

Ii Chapter VI is the programed uit and evaluation.

Chapter VII summarizes each chapter and deals vith findings and

recomendations that may have a possible Impact on teaching the concept

of leadership to Infantry Officer Basic Course students
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FOOTNOTE SYSTEM

In this thesis reference footnotes for each chapter are located

oan the last page of each chapter. All footnotes are numbered consecu-

tively vithin each chapter. A footnote is indicated by an index number

at the point of reference which refers the reader to the corresponding

numbered footnote at the end of the chapter.
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FOOTNOTES

1. U. S. Continental Army Command, Education and Trainins, CONARC
Schools Curriculum, Administration and Training Policies, CON Reg.
351-3 (Fort Monroe, Virginia: July 1972), pp. 38-40.

2. Interview with Captain Boyd H. Harris, Operations Officer, United
States Army Infantry School, Fort Benning, Georgia, 8 February 1973.
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CHAPTER II

THE CONCEPT OF LEADERSHIP

A basic understanding of the concept of leadership was

necessary because so much of the research problem dealt vith the

intricate components of this concept. This understanding of the con-

cept of leadership was required during research of the Reserve Officer

Training Corps and the United States Army Infantry School leadership

programs of Instruction so that a valid comparison could be made to

determine if both Institutions were teaching the same concept. In

addition, the concept of leadership must be fully understood in order

to develop this concept Into a programed unit.

This chapter describes the general theme of the concept of

leadership as it is presently taught to Infantry Officer Basic Course

(IOBC) students at the United States Army Infantry School.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONCEPT OF LEADERSHIP

The concept of leadership as recognized and taught by the

Leadership Comuittee at the United States Army Infantry School Is a

framework of definitions, techniques, and Indicators that lead to a

combat effective unit.

The concept of military leadership envisions a leader who Is
aware of his responsibilities, capitalizes on his strong traits,
corrects his weaknesses, and is guided by the principles of
leadership. During his exerc ise of commnd. he mploys certain
leadership techniques in the form of selected actions and orders
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to influence and direct his subordinates. Without undue harrass-
ment, he supervises his unit by checking on its progress in ac-
complishment of action and orders. He evaluates his unit for
indications of leadership, so that he may mold its members into a
combat effective unit. (1)

The scope of this concept can be broken down into a step-by-

step logical flow of major elements. Here it is illustrated graphi-

cally using a simple flowchart.

FIGURE I

THE CONCEPT OF LEADERSHIP

THE
LEADER

TRAIS,1 ASICPRINCIPLES)____ BASIC

--. RR.qPQJ1 RTTTrT~q

ACTIONS
AND

ORDERS

¥

LSUPERVISION

INDICATIONS OF LEADERSHIP

COMBAT EFFECTIVE UNIT
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The Leader (2) -The concept begins by describing the leader

who is placed in a leadership position with certain authority by law.

The placement, of course, is only a technicality in the overall set-

ting. The main idea is to function as a successful leader while in

this position.

History shows that for centuries man Inherited his position

of leadership or won it by virtue of physical strength or impressive

physical feats. Within this time frame most people believed that

leaders were born not made. Slowly a theory developed that leaders

could be made; therefore, leadership could be learned and that specific

qualities or characterist ics were normally associated with leadership.

Going along with this theory that leaders can be made and

leadership can be learned, a definition of leadership was developed.

This definition that describes military leadership and success is

defined In FM 22-100, Military Leadership, as, "the art of influencing

and directing men In such a way as to obtain their willing obedience,

confidence, respect, and loyal cooperation to accomplish the mission."

Basic Responsibilities (3) - The leader has numerous respon-

sibilities but out of all the responsibilities only two are basic

responsibilities of a leader. These are the accomplishment of the

mission and looking out for the welfare of his men.

In most day-to-day situations these responsibilities are of

equal importance. However, if a conflict should exist between the two

basic responsibilities, the accomplishment of the mission must take

precedence. The reason the mission must take precedence when a conflict

V arises is because each unit's mission is a part of the next higher
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units' mission and so forth. If a unit fails in accompisihing its

mission, it will have an adverse effect on the higher units' mission.

Even when a conflict arises and the mission takes precedence

a leader can still look out for the welfare of his men by the actions

he takes to insure that the mission is accomplished. For example, if

a leader has the mission to defend, he can insist on well-dug in

positions with overhead cover even when the men are tired and would

rather construct hasty positions that may require much less effort.

The leader's insistance will allow a higher probability that his

defense will be successful and at the same time reduce the probability

that the men will be injured.

* Traits - A major element in the leadership environment is the

meeting of two or more personalities--the leader's personality and

the personalities of those he leads. This requires the leader to

develop a personality adequate to cope with all the leadership situa-

tions that may arise within his unit.

Before the leader can develop his personality, he must under-

stand what a personality is. In the framework of the concept of

leadership, it is defined as the sum total of one's personal character-

istics or traits. They are personal characteristics which, if demon-

strate4 in daily activities, help the leader earn the respect, confi-

dence, willing obedience, and loyal cooperation of his men. Within

the concept of leadershp the following 14 traits are described as being

the most desirable:

Bearing
Courage (Physical and Moral)
Decisiveness
Dependability
Endurance

*1MM



Enthusiasm
Initiative
Integrity
Judgment
Justice
Knowledge
Loyalty
Tact
Unselfishness (4)

The Command and Leadership Committee at USAIS points out that

these 14 desirable traits of a leader were derived from successful

leaders; however, they caution the new leader not to select a leader

that has the traits developed to a high degree in his personality and

then emlate him. To do so may invite disaster because no two person-

alities are alike. Therefore, each leader must determine to what degree

he possesses the desirable traits of a leader. He must evaluate himself

and determine his personal qualities or traits which will best assist

him In influencing his men. Following the self-evaluation and deter-

mination of his strong traits, the leader should make every attempt to

capitalize on his strong traits, simultaneously taking steps to improve

his weak traits. The importance of the above is that a leader will

present a desirable mental image to his subordinates, and this image

will be based on the traits he most exhibits. In order to enhance his

effectiveness, the leader must use his individual traits to assist in

solving leadership problems. (5)

I. Several possible techniques could be used to evaluate one's

personality. However, certain techniques have major drawbacks. The

leader can ask a friend or neighbor to evaluate his personality, and he

might honestly attempt to do so. But the leader may reject the bad

points and accept only the good points. On the other hand the friend

or neighbor may know that the leader will reject the bad points and
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therefore he will point out only the good ones never mentioning the bad

points. Of course this is an incomplete evaluation which could be worse

than no evaluation at all. Another evaluation method is to ask a senior

officer to evaluate his personality. The major objection to this method

is that the senior officer may not have known him as well as his friend

and once again the leader could be misled. The Command and Leadership

Committee recommends an honest self evaluation as the best way for a

leader to determine to what degree he possesses the desirable traits of

a leader. The Command and Leadership Committee provides each student

with a checklist to assist him with an honest self evaluation. (6)

(Appendix A)

Principles of Leadership (7) - After the leader has an under-

standing of the definition of leadership, his basic responsibilities,

and his own personality, he is ready to exercise his leadership ability.

However, all leaders require certain rules or guidelines to assist them.

These rules or guides are the time-proven principles of leadership. They

are the fundamental truths of leadership. These principles of leader-

ship are designed to aid the leader in selecting appropriate actions and

orders to properly utilize his command.

1. Be technically and tactically proficient.
2. Know yourself and seek improvement.
3. Know your men and look out for their welfare.
4. Keep your men informed.
5. Set the example.
6. Insure that the task is understood, supervised, and accom-

plished.

7. Train your men as a team.
8. Make sound and timely decisions.

1.Employ your command in accordance with it capabilities.
1.Seek responsibility and take responsibility for your actions.
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The thought behind using the principles of leadership is to be

able to select the ones that really apply to the situation in order to

insure greater success. In the ideal sense, the leader should not vio-

late a principle of leadership because if he does he increases the

probability of failure.

ManR (8) - As previously mentioned, leadership resolves itself

into a meeting of two or more personalities--that of the leader and the

group. To have an understanding of the group, the leader must realize that

man and how this man performs is extremely important. In order to effective-

ly influence and direct his men, the leader must have an understanding

of the forces that motivate man. It is not necessary for the leader to

be a psychologist, but he should be aware that each man has his own

personality. Each man may respond differently to his actions and orders.

Each man may be affected by different forces or needs that are involved

in his behavior pattern.

Certain conditions regarding man's behavior must be met in order

f or him to be satisfied and socially acceptable. These conditions are

defined as basic human needs and satisfaction of these needs is neces-

sary in order to motivate man. Therefore, the leader must understand

the importance of these needs and have the knowledge of the basic human

needs of man in order to motivate his men. These needs are divided into

two categories: physical needs: food, water, rest, shelter, and normal

body functions; and learned needs: security, social approval, and

recognition.

Physical needs are satisfied for the most part in an automatic

manner. The Army provides for food, shelter, water, and an opportunity
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for rest. However, the leader must insure that these needs are satisfied

during periods of more austere conditions such as field training and in

a combat environment.

Learned needs on the other hand are more complex and therefore

more difficult to satisfy. They are those needs which man has obtained

by observing others in his culture and determining that their needs are

his needs also.

The security need can be satisfied if the individual is kept

informed, if he knows what is required of him, if he has confidence in

his leader, and if he knows that others around him know their jobs.

The recognition needs can be satisfied in several ways. The most

important is that the leader recognize the man for what he is and what

he can do. He can be recognized through certain means such as promotions,

awards, passes, or most of all a simple pat on the back with a good word

for a job well done.

Social approval cannot be given by the leader to the man because

it is something that is normally given by the man's associates. However,

the leader can assist in the satisfaction of this need by insuring that

new men are properly received and integrated into the unit.

Satisfaction of man's basic human needs plays an important role

in de' eloping a better adjusted and motivated man. When the men under-

stand that the leader is truly interested in their welfare, this under-

standing will go a long way toward strengthening the bond of mutual

confidence and respect.

Actions and Orders (9) - Armed with an understanding of leader-

ship, basic responsibilities, principles of leadership, and what motivates

man, the leader is now prepared to take action and issue orders. Here
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the leader must use a sound analytical approach in solving problems. The

leadership problem solving process is just such an approach. This is a

seven step systematic method of solving problems.

1. Recognize the problem.
2. Make an estimate of the situation.
3. Determine the cause.
4. Determine possible solutions.
5. Evaluate possible solutions.
6. Select the best solution.
7. Take action.

When the leader has identified the problem and prepares to take

action, he should consider how the order should be issued. This will

require an analysis of several factors such as time, the knowledge of

subordinates concerning the task, and the present situation. In the

final outcome the leader should issue instructions in enough detail to

insure that the task is understood and all know what is required of them.

Supervision (10) - After deciding what solution to take action on

and issuing the necessary instructions, the leader must supervise to see

that the solution is implemented as he intended. This is an important

task that the leader must accomplish without causing undue harrassment.

Proper supervision is a must if a task is to be carried out in the most

efficient manner. The best or proper method of supervision is to give

a man a task to do in a clear and concise form, check to see how the

task is progressing, and then check on it at the end to insure the

final product is exactly what the leader desired. Checking during the

task serves two purposes: first, it gives the leader the opportunity to

see if his instructions were properly understood; and second, it allows

the subordinate to ask any questions. The complexity of the task and

the experience of the individual performing the task should determine

the frequency of checking. But a word of caution--be careful not to
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over-supervise. This has been the downfall of many a new leader who

tries to run the whole show by himself. Hie may mean well, but over-

supervision will stifle a subordinate's initiative and violates a basic

principle of leadership.

Indications of Leadership (11) - The leader needs something to

measure the success of his efforts. There are four features of all

commands that are indications of how well the unit is doing. These in-

dications of leadership are: morale, discipline, esprit-de-corps, and

proficiency. Use of the indications of leadership allows the leader to

determine the success of his leadership ability and the probable combat

effectiveness of his unit by making a continuous evaluation of his unit

in light of the indications of leadership or by determining to what

degree the indications are present in his unit. These indications are

all interrelated and interdependent upon one another. Therefore when

they are being developed by the leader they should be developed together.

The indications can mutually assist or adversely effect one another.

For example, low morale can affect discipline; poor esprit-de-corps can

affect proficiency. Once the leader has determined to what degree the

indications of leadership have been developed in his unit, hie must con-

tinue to evaluate his unit in light of morale, discipline, proficiency,

and esprit-de-corps. A continuous evaluation will indicate to the leader

his effectiveness as a leader, if and where leadership problems exist,

and the probable combat effectiveness of his unit.

The word probable is used because there is not way of telling

exactly what a unit will do until it is actually in combat, under fire.
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Combat Effective Unit (12) -Everything the leader says, every

technique he employs, every action he takes, is aimed at just one goal--

the development of a combat effective unit. Therefore, the leader must

develop, train, and maintain a unit that is capable of accomplishing its

mission with the mintmim loss of time, men, and equipment.

SUMARY

The concept of leadership as taught by the United States Army

Infantry School and described above contains basic tools and guides to

aid the leader in exercising his leadership ability.
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CHIAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF LEADERSHIP INSTRUCTION

This chapter discusses the formal leadership instruction

presented at Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) units and the Infantry

Officer Basic Course (IOBC). Programs of instruction are analyzed and

compared in regard to leadership instruction with special eiphasis on

the concept of leadership.

RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS LEADERSHIP INSTRUCTION

When designing new or different courses of instruction, the

designer must conduct extensive research to determine the background of

the potential student. In this case, it was determined that it was

necessary to study previous leadership instruction received by the

Reserve Officer Training Corps graduate and compare that instruction

with the leadership instruction he will receive at the Infantry Officer

Basic Course.

The ROTC is the medium through which the armed services present

military training on American campuses. Available at more then 290

universities, the Army's program is called Senior Division Army ROTC.

I' The curriculum is termed Military Science (MS) and is presented in two

phases. The purpose of Army ROTC is to insure a continuing flow of

qualified personnel into the officer corps of the Army. (1)

To provide personnel qualified an leaders, the Army Training

Program (ATP) for ROTC requires leadership Instruction of three generalj 23
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categories. First, classroom instruction in leadership principles;

second, a leadership laboratory where cadets may minimally experience

the relationship of leader to led; and third, a sumr camp where

numerous leadership situations are experienced.

The classroom leadership instruction is presented in both the

Basic Course and the Advanced Course. Army Training Program (ATP) 145-10

spells out the number of hours and the scope of leadership instruction

to be presented in bath phases. Six hours of leadership instruction

entitled "Psychology of Leadership" is prescribed for the Basic Course.

The ATP states that the instruction is to be an introductory course in

leadership to include principles of leadership, leadership traits and

techniques, response to leadership, human behavior, and adjustment to

regimentation. During the Advanced Course phase, ten hours of leader-

ship instruction called the "Principles of Leadership" are presented.

This instruction is devoted to responsibilities and basic qualities of

a leader, objectives of leadership, leadership principles and techniques,

functions of leaders, and special problems of military leadership.

The leadership laboratory is devoted mainly to drill and cere-

monies and the development of a command voice. Leadership abilities are

improved by placing the cadet in a command or leadership position and

provieing an opportunity to drill other cadets. These leadership posi-

tions are rotated regularly allowing each cadet an opportunity to exercise

some degree of leadership. (2)

Army Training Program 145-6 sets forth the training to be con-

ducted during ROTC summer camp. "Preparation for Leadership" Is the theme

and primary purpose of the camp program. Emphasis is placed on cadet

leadership development in all facets of instruction. (3)
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The United States Continental Army Command (CONARC) is charged

by the Department of Army with the responsibility of ROTC training. In

this regard CONARC sets forth in regulations and pamphlets course out-

lines and standards to be followed. Most of the detailed items are

allocated to certain proponent agencies. Proponency for leadership in-

struction has been assigned to the United States Army Infantry School

(USAIS). In this capacity USAIS has specific responsibilities to the

ROTC units. As an example, CONARC has directed USAIS to send annually

a letter to each Professor of Military Science inclosing a list of books,

periodicals, and educational aids. Other assistance in written materials

includes detailed lesson plans, leadership situations and case studies,

and examinations. These materials are available to all ROTC units and

are provided without cost. (4)

Field Manual 22-100, "Military Leadership," has been the re-

commended manual to be used by ROTC instructors and cadets alike.

More recently, the Department of the Army has published a

series of hardback manuals specifically for ROTC units. One of these

manuals deals specifically with leadership. Reserve Officer Training

Corps Manual 145-4-3, "Applied Leadership Development," published

Feburary 1972, is the new leadership "bible" for ROTC cadets. Subjects

covered in this manual are: Leadership Traits, Leadership Principles,

I:1 Indications of Military Leadership, Elements of Leadership, and the

complete Concept of Leadership. This ROTC manual defines the concept of

Leadership as follows:

0

ila
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The concept of military leadership envisions a leader who is
aware of his respons -bilities, capitalizes on his strong traits,
corrects his weaknesses, and is guided by the principles of leader-
ship. During his exercise of comand, he employs certain leadership
techniques in the form of selected actions and orders to influence
and direct his subordinates. Without undue harrassment, he super-
vises his unit by checking on its progress in accomplishment of
actions and orders. He evaluates his unit for indications of
leadership, so that he may mold its members into combat effective
units. (5)

Leadership instruction is well structured in CONARC regulations

and Army Training Programs and well supported with instructional materials

by the USAIS.

The ROTC leadership program of instruction is as follows:

Psychology of Leadership 6 hours

Principles of Leadership 10 hours

Leadership, Drill, and Exercise of (ommand 36 hours
(each year)

The 16 hours of leadership instruction conducted in the class-

room completely covers the concept of leadership. (6)

After interviewing several officere who have served as ROTC

instructors and assistant Professors of "tilitary Science at different

institutions, a disparity in the quality of facilities and instructor

qualifications is quite apparent. As an example at the University of

Alabama, out of eight instructors in the grade of major or captain only

one ha" received formal instruction in teaching methods or instructors

training. Instructing or teaching was new to most but one had three

years of teaching experience. Beside the difference in instructors,

the facilities at the different institutions varied between old and new,

more than adequate, and Just adequate. Some officers felt that emphasis

on certain areas varied with the attitude of the Professor of Mlitary

Science at that particular school. (7)
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UNITED STATES ARMY INFAMTY SCHOOL LEADERSHIP INSTRUCTION

The next step in the analysis of leadership instruction is to

discuss what leadership Instruction the ROTC graduate receives from the

Infantry Officer Basic Course.

As stated earlier the United States Army Infantry School is the

proponent agency for leadership instruction in the United States Army.

Leadership instruction responsibilities range from developing new courses

and doctrine to formal classroom instruction presentations to enlisted men

and officers. The Infantry School provides assistance to other service

schools, training centers, and ROTC units in all aspects of leadership

instruction. Of its many missions only one is of primary concern to

this thesis--the operation of a Branch School. Army Regulation 351-1

defines a Brench School as follows:

An Army school which conducts career and non-career courses
designed to provide professional and technical skills required by
individuals for duty in one of the branches of the Army. (8)

The mission of the United States Army Infantry Branch School is

to prepare comissioned off icers and enlisted personnel assigned to the

Infantry Brench of the Army to perform those principal functions asso-

ciated with the Infantry Branch with emphasis on the art of leadership.

The mission further includes the responsibility to develop and improve

the standards of performance for instruction and training In all adm-

istrative, technical, managerial, staff, or command functions of the

Infantry Branch. In accomplishing this mission, the USAIS devotes much

of its time to research and development, formulation of doctrine, formu-

lation of tactics, and with much expert assistance from the U. S. Army

Infantry Human Resources Research Unit, formulation of new leadership

techniques.
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The Infantry Officer Basic Course is designed to prepare newly

commissioned officers for their first duty assignment to instill in them

a feeling of dignity and confidence and a sense of duty and obligation

for service. Emphasis is on leadership and on fundamentals, weapons,

equipment, and techniques required at company level. In addition, com-

pany operations are presented in order to better prepare graudates for

assignment as company officers and commanders. (9)

The Infantry Officer Basic Course is nine weeks in length and all

training is conducted at Fort Benning, Georgia. Students are newly

commissioned officers and they begin the course as soon as possible after

entry on active duty.

Infantry Officer Basic Course students receive their leadership

instruction in accordance with USAIS Program of Instruction 2-7-C20

dated Nay 1972. 'Wilitary Leadership" is the course title and includes

the following subjects:

Concept of Leadership 4 hours

Code of Conduct 1 hour

Leadership Problems of Comand 3 hours

Leaders Reaction Course 4 hours

Leadership Aspects of Contemporary Issues

(Race Relations) 4 hours

Leadership Aspects of Contemporary Issues

(Drug Abuse) 4 hours

Prevention of AWOL 2 hours

Counseling for Subordinates 2 hours

Senior-Subordinate Relationship 1 hour

t
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Of the 25 hour block of leadership instruction, the Concept of

Leadership is of major importance in that it sets the stage and provides

the necessary transition for all subsequent leadership instruction.

Program of instruction 2-7-C20 describes the scope of the Concept of

Modern Army Leadership as follows:

Presentation covering the differences between command and
leadership and the need for development of leadership ability. The
concept of military leadership with a discussion of the definition,
elements, and types of leadership; responsibilities of the leader
and the commander; leadership traits and principles; actions and
orders; supervision, rewards, and punishment; and the goal of the
leader. The development and evaluation of combat effectiveness
employing the indications of leadership morale, esprit de corps,
discipline, and proficien~cy. The use of the problem solving process
and a discussion of professionalism, to include the integral parts
of professionalism, integrity, loyalty, morale, courage, and
communications. (10)

Beside the initial four hour class on the Concept of Leadership,

a review of the concept of leadership is covered in Leadership Problems

of Command, a class conducted in the latter phase of the course. (11)

COMPARISON OF INSTRUCTION

In order to test the hypothesis that some of the leadership

instruction presented to Infantry Officer Basic Course Students at the

United States Army Infantry School is a repetition of prior courses, it

Is necessary to compare the two courses of instruction.

When analyzing and comparing the leadership instruction pre-
sented by ROTC units and that presented by the USAIS, certain qualifying

* points must be considered and understood. First of all, the leadership

instruction presented by the USAIS is presented under ideal classroom

and educational conditions. All USAIS instructors have received formal

* instruction in teaching methods and are formally rehearsed numerous times
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by a committee of experts before they are allowed on the platform.

Classrooms are designed to provide an excellent learning environment

making use of good lighting, comfortable seating arrangement, good

acoustics, and controlled classroom temperature. 'I:aining aids of all

kinds are available and used by the instructors. When considering all of

these assets, it is quite obvious that the instruction at the USAIS has

high quality, uniformity, and is presented under the best of conditions.

Attempting to describe the ROTC instructional situation is more difficult.

First of all, uniformity of instruction between ROTC units is difficult

to measure because of the great number of units and the decentralization

of instructional responsibility. Although each ROTC unit operates under

central regulation, each Professor of Military Science may place emphasis

in certain areas. The numerous ROTC instructors are of varying back-

grounds and have varying degrees of instructional experience. Few are

required to attend a formal instructor's training course. Classroom

quality ranges from poor to good, depending on the college or University,

tenure of the ROTC program at the institution, and funds available. Some

attempt is made to standardize the instruction by making a central

agency, the USAIS, the proponent agent and by inspections by CONARC and

by coordination liaison visits by USAIS.

Even though disparity exists in the quality of the instructional

environment between ROTC units and the USAIS, the subject material or

course content concerning the concept of leadership is the same for both

institutions. In fact, there appears to be an extensive overlap in the

two courses of instruction. This is apparent in the scope of leadership

instruction as set forth for the ROTC: program by CONARC and the program

of instruction of the Infantry Officer Basic Course at USAIS. To further



substantiate the overlap or duplication, one can compare the concept of

leadership as it is described in the ROTC manual and USAIS instructional

material. They are identical since both are prepared by USAIS.

FINDINGS

In light of the above analysis, it is safe to state that all

Infantry Officer Basic Course students have received the concept of

leadership in varying degrees of quality in previous instruction. When

they attend IOBC the concept of leadership instruction is a repeat and

serves no more than a brushup for most students. The USAIS is the prin-

cipal proponent agency for leadership instruction in the U. S. Army and

is as such writes leadership doctrine and instructional material for

both the Command and Leadership Committee and ROTC units.

bI
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CHAPTER IV

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION

Because an overlap of the concept of leadership exists between

Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) training and Infantry Officer

Basic Course (IOBC) training, a need exists for some method to serve as

a concept of leadership review or brushup for most students entering the

IOBC.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine programmed instruction

to determine its applicability to provide review and makeup of leader-

ship instruction.

This chapter also discusses programmed instruction formats and

analyzes two popular programming formats.

DEFINITION AND BACKGROUND

Programed instruction is a relatively new technique of in-

structioni which has appeared on the field of American education. Through-

out its short life it has been called automated teaching, machine teach-

ing, self-instructor and tester, and auto-instruction. All of these

titles or names refer to a different method of presentation, but the

technique of programmed instruction is the basic foundation. This

technique, developed in the early 1950's, is a mechanized riethod of

teaching accomplished through the use of various iVistructional aids

ranging from mechanical devices to flashcards. Al.Lhough the aids are a

33
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part of the whole system, the primary value of programmed instruction is

its basic characteristics.

1. INDIVIDUAL EFFORT - each student works on a separate lesson

at his own pace.

2. STIMULUS - a small unit of information is presented to the

student along with an incomplete statement or question about

the information.

3. RESPONSE - the student is required to respond to the stimulus

by completing the statement or answering the question about

the specific unit of information.

4. REINFORCEMENT - the student is informed immediately whether

his response is either correct or incorrect. If his response

is correct he has been rewarded and learning is reinforced.

5. CYCLE - upon reinforcement, the student is presented with the

next unit of information and the cycle of stimulus, response,

and reinforcement is repeated. This cycle continues to the

completion of the lesson. (1)

Thus, an educational method is created that takes into account

differences in the student's knowledge and aptitude and allows him to

learn at his owa pace much differently than the fixed-pace classroom

environment.

J. L. Hughes, an industrial psychologist with over fifteen years

experience in personnel and training research, had this to say about

programmed instruction:
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Recent articles in the popular press have hailed programmed
instruction as the most important educational development since
the invention of the printing process. Enthusiastic advocates
of this promising method of instruction, carried away by their
Imagination, look forward to the day when whole school systems
will instruct students chiefly by means of computer-based teach-
ing machines. They also envision highly complex electronic
training systems capable of simulating the most intricate
industrial and military operations. Whether prograammed instruc-
tion techniques are in fact the forerunners of automated educa-
tion on this scale remains to be seen. There is little doubt,
however, that programmed instruction in its present form can
make a substantial contribution to the educational process
wherever it occurs. Although many theoretical issues are still
unresolved, research in school, industry, and the military has
demonstrated that programmed instruction can be more effective
than traditional teaching and training methods. In almost every
case where it has been used, programmed instruction has led to
either a reduction in learning time or an increase in the knowl-
edge or skill acquired by students or both. It has also made
possible a considerable saving of instructor time. (2)

It appears that programmed instruction is here to stay with

many important implications for the future of education. Dr. B. F.

Skinner, a well imnown professor of psychology at Harvard, indicated

that one of the mo.st serious criticisms of today's classrooms is the

relative infrequency of reinforcement. He points out in his book,

Science of Learning and the Art of Teaching, some of the inefficiencies

in today's classroom. "Many students are dependent upon one teacher for

knowledge of results; consequently, the total number of opportunities

for the teacher to reinforce knowledge is quite limited." (3)

Actually, the teaching principles used in programmed instruction

are anything but new. They have been used for many years in convention-

al classroom instruction. Most teachers have tried to give individual

treatment to each student. When structuring their lesson outline, most

teachers develop and present the subject material in a step-by-step

logical manner. Student participation in the classroom, rewarding

those students who have done well, and correcting their mistakes are
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other traditional teaching principles that are also applied in program-

med instruction. The problem of crowded classrooms greatly reduces the

effectiveness of the teacher trying to apply the teaching principles.

But programmed instruction, with its individuality aspects, insures

success concerning the application of teaching principles.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF PROGRAMIMED INSTRUCTION

There are numerous advantages of using programmsed instruction

that provide better efficiency of learning; whereas, the disadvantages

are of an administrative nature not directly related to the learning

process.

L. J. Briggs pointed out the following advantages from his

paper read at the 1969 National Research Council symposium at Washington,

D. C.

1. An expert program writer can reach a large number of students.

2. Misconceptions held by minimally qualified instructors will

not be passed on to students.

3. Errors are Immediately corrected and do not lead to further

errors in the problem sequence.

4. Each student works at his own rate.

5. Slow students are required to master the material, and fast

students can save time.

6. Slow students are not embarrassed by their lower rate of

learning.

7. Fast students can do extra assignments to develop further

skills.

8. The need for examinations is greatly reduced.
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9. The early and continued experiencing of success augments

student motivation.

10. Good instructors can use their time to better advantage

than performing rote drill. (4)

Disadvantages as mentioned earlier are administrative in nature.

1. Possible administrative problems are created. If an entire

course is programed and the average student requires ten

weeks to complete the course, what do we do with the fast

student who finishes in four weeks?

2. Automated instruction ust be integrated with other training

activities.

3. Nonavailability of program; cost in personnel, facilities,

and time required tp prepare programs; and a shortage of

trained programmers imay also be considered as

"disadvantages." (5)

SUBJECTS THAT CAN BE PROGRAMMEHD

It is necessary to study the various subject areas that have

been programmed and their success to determine if the concept of leader-

ship falls into one or more of the successful areas.

One of the first subjects programmed and successfully tested

was in the field of mathematics. A good example was the test conducted

in R~oanoke, Virginia, where an eighth grade class studied algebra from

programed instructions. The students worked fifty minutes a day on

programed lessons with no help from the teacher and were assigned no

homework. These students covered an entire year of algebra in a single

term and approximately one-half of the students in the class scored
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better on the final examination than the average of a group of ninth

graders who had completed a two-term course. (6)

In the field of logic, freshman students at Hamilton College in

Clinton, New York, were able to complete a programmed freshman logic

course in two-thirds of the usual time with an increase in their

average grades. (7)

Other subject material that has been programmed with successful

results include psychology, languages, chemistry, elementary statistics,

biology, genetics, music, and the Bible. More closely related to

leadership is the program built by The Quaker Oats Company to teach

labor management. (8)

Referring to the previously discussed discription of the concept

of leadership it contains some elements of the program discussed above.

Especially the subject areas of management, psychology, and a touch of

logic.

PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION IN THE ARMY

What is the Army's attitude toward using prograsmmed instruction

in its schools? The investigator felt that it was necessary to answer

this question in order to determine the probability of the programmed

unit b~eing accepted.

Almost from the origin of prograummed instruction, the United

States Army has taken a keen interest in applying this new technique.

Since World War II, the Army has financed a host of military research

projects related to progranmmed instruction. As early as 1957 the

Human Resources Research Organization (HUMRRO) of the U. S. Army was
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working with Professor B. F. Skinner at Harvard University in developing

materials for teaching machines. (9)

HUNRRO's work in the field of programmed instruction has led to

the general acceptance and rapid growth of this technique in the U. S.

Army's service schools. Evidence of this is demonstrated in the use of

programmed instruction in all of the United States Continental Army

Command (USCONARC) schools. USCONARC Regulation 350-54 states:

Programmed instruction has been proven to be an effective and
economical educational technique in certain areas. Therefore,
USCONARC schools will review programs of instruction and Army
subject schedules for which they have proponency to determine and
prepare instructional material for those subjects or courses that
are adaptable to programmed instruction. (10)

ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF FORMATS (11)

Program instructional units or texts can be written using one of

several different formats. Each of these formats has certain advantages

that must be analyzed and compared in order to select the best format

for programming the concept of leadership.

As stated, a lesson can be programmed using several different

methods or formats. But of all the various methods there are two which

have proven to be the most acceptable and most widely used. These are

the multiple-choice response, branching format and the constructed

response, linear format. Both have been found to be effective teaching

formats although they differ in learning theory and method of presenta-

, tion. Therefore, both were considered and compared to select the format

to be used for the concept of leadership programmed unit.

*1
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FIGURE 2

CONSTRUCTED-RESPONSE, LINEAR FORMAT

PAGE 1

Frame 1.

When one number is multiplied by itself

the number has been squared. It is

written like this--Y2 . Therefore Y means

the same as x

1. A Ans. Frame 2.

Y x Y y2 is the mathematical symbol and it is

stated as Y S D.

2. A Ans. Frame 3.

YS qU A RED To square a number you M

that number by itself.

3. A Ans. Frame 4.

MULTIPLY (Presentation of material will continue in

the same manner.)

*1t
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The constructed-response, linear format is an instructional

design to reinforce learning. This design was originally produced at

Harvard University by B. F. Skinner while experimenting with learning

theory on animals through reinforcement techniques.

Learning is most effective when small units of information are

presented in a sequence followed by the student writing in the correct

response and is immediately reinforced by a statement of the correct

response.

To program the material for the constructed-response, linear

format, the scope of the material to be presented is analyzed and broken

down so that a small unit of information is presented in each frame. The

information therefore is presented with relative ease to the student.

The frames are constructed to develop logically the objectives

of the subject material and present the numerous responses required to

fully learn the material. The response presented in a frame is constructed

to teach the student and learning takes place if a correct response is

made and immediately reinforced. To determine how much the student has

learned, the student takes an achievement test after he completes the

programmed lesson.

It is easier to write a programmed lesson using this format

because of the orderly progression of frame construction and there is

very little information in each frame.

Although there is very little information presented in each frame

for the student to read, the student is required to write responses in the

numerous frames consuming much of his study time.

The major drawback of this format is the possibility of rein-

forcing the negative. If the responses are so difficult that the student
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makes a high percentage of trrors or incorrect responses then the .n-

correct responses may tne rtinforced; therefore, resulting in negativ,

learnin. However, since the purpose of programmed instruction is tc

review material the student htas already been exposed to, this is :,ot

major disadvantage in this case.

The multiple-choice response, branching format approach is based

on the premise that learning is most effective when the student reads

the information presented, and the multiple-choice testing is primarily

a confirmation of the learning that has already taken place. Figure

is an example of a multiple-choice response, branching format.

'S

*1
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FIGURE 3

A TYPE MULTIPLE-CHOICE, BRAN4CHING FORIAT

PACE 1

This is a branching format programmed instructional book. You

do not read pages in their numerical order. Turn to page 4 for your first

problem.

Page 4

When one number is multiplied by itself, the number has been squared. It

is written like this--B.

B2

Choose One: Go To:

B xB Page 2
B + B Page 3
B -t2 Page 5
A + 2 Page 6

Page 2

You are correct.

B does equal B x B.

:Now work this problem:

(Additional material would be presented here.)

Page 3

2
B hoes not equal.

6 + B - 2B

Go back to page 4.
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Page 5

B i2 is wrong.

Go back to page 4.

Page 6

A + 2 is incorrect.

Go back to page 4.
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Here the main idea is the utilization of errors to build

knowledge and skill. The student is required to read a unit of informa-

tion after which he must select an alternative in a multiple-choice set.

If his choice is correct, he is directed to additional information and

a new problem. On the other hand, a wrong response results in the

student being directed to information intended to eliminate the error.

He is then directed back to the original problem where he selects another

alternative and the cycle continues. The multiple-choice testing con-

firms the learning that has taken place during the reading.

In this format there are fewer responses required; therefore,

more time is available for reading. The prograummed lesson writer

anticipates student errors and determines the students' needs in order

to set up the branching techniques. The writer spends a considerable

amount of time matching the scrambled-frame sequence that does not

follow a logical page progression.

CUEING TECHNIQUES

Since the object of each frame is to lead the student to make

a response concerning some aspect of the concept being presented in each

frame, the frame must be developed so that the student will be induced

to mlake the proper response. This technique is the cueing, process or

K cueing the response. It isi important for the student to respond

correctly most of the tine.

4Cues may take many forms and are limited only by the imagination

of the programmer. The following examples will demonstrate some of the

cueing techniques.
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Fading or Vanishing Cues:

The idea behind using fading or vanishing cues is spoon feed i,

the student in the first few frames by giving him cues that will almost

guarantee a correct response. But in succeeding frames the cueing is

gradually reduced until the student is able to respond correctly with

fewer cues or none at all. (See Figure 4 for an example of fading or

vanishing cues.)

'i

*1
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FIGURE 4

FADING AND VANISHING CUES (12)

COMMENT F RAOME

A direct cue to first response 1. -The 7070 is a data processing
required is given in the first system. To prepare a payroll,
sentence. Student merely copies to maintain an inventory, or
response "Processing system." to perform other accounting

I applications, a company can

use the 7070 dataI

(Answer: Processing System.)

Student must make response 2. All systems which process
"data processing system" with data require some type of in-
only "7070" as cue. A direct put unit or units. In order
cue to new response required to put information into the
('input") is provided in first 7070 _________

sentence. and ___unit is required.

(Answers: Data Processing
System, Input.)

Another new term, "process- :3. In addition to one or more
ing,' is introduced and cued. input units, all data pro-
This response is copied by cessing systems require some
student. sort of processing unit or

units to operate on the input
data. The 7070 has several

units to process
input data.

(Answer: Processing.)
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Cues to "input and "processing" !4. Data are put into tile 707
have been faded, and student by means of an unit.
must make these responses from The information is then
memory. operated on by several

(Answers: Input, Process-
ing Units.)

A new term, "output." is !5. All data processing systems
directly cued. must also have output units

to write out information in

a usable form. A mechanical
printer is an example of an

unit.

(Anjwer: Output.)

No direct cues are provided, 6. The 7070 data processing
and student summarized in- system can perform various
formation presented in frames accounting applications
2 through 5. through the use of its

various basic units. These
basic units consist of
units, units and

units.

(Answers: Input, Processing,
Output.)

After more practice of the 7. The 7070
respor'se "data processing __ can have various types
system" to the cue "7070" and of input units. The 7500
the response on "input" to Card Reader is one of the
to the cue "7500 Card Reader" units for the 7070
a direct copying cue is given system. To read card infor-
to response "7500 Card Reader" mation into the 7070, we use
and fading cycle is begun tile
again.

(Answers: Data Processing

System, Input, 7500 Card
Keader.)
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Similarity or Contrast: (13)

1. This technique employs a simile with parallel structure to

produce a suitable cue.

FIGURE 5

SIMILARITY OR COWT.AST

CO MENT FRAME

The words, "Just as," indicate Just as heat causes the vol-
an upcoming comparison of ume of gas to increase when
similar results and the desired pressure is held constant, we
answer appeared earlier in the can expect heat to cause
sentence. pressure of a gas to

when the volume is held con-
stant.

(Answer: Increase.)

2. This technique uses the idea of contrasts as cues.

COMMENT FRAME

The words, "on the other hand," Heat will cause most mate-
inlicate that the conclusion of rials to expand; whereas,
the preceding sentence will be cold, on the other hand, will
reversed or at least different. cause them to .
The student may not, in this
case, come up with the exact (Answer: Contract.)
word. But any word that
indicates a lessoning of di-
mensions would be acceptable.

Hints: (14)
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FIGURE7 6

HINTS

COMMENT FRAME

The hint there is the word If each truck can transport
'into." 20 men, it then follows that

we can find how many trucks
are needed by _____20

into the total number of men
to be transported.

(Answer- Dividing.)
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Other kinds of cues such as underlinging the term, using certain

symbols, color-coding, capitalizing, and prompting by dashes indicating

the number of letters omitted. For example, L e a __(Leader).

A program lesson writer should employ as many cueing techniques

as possible. But if the same technique is used continually the student

will come to recognize the cueing system and may respond before reading

all the material presented. (15)

SUIMY AND FORMIAT SELECTION

Deeply entrenched in the realm of education, the United States

Army is continually looking for new methods to improve its instruction.

Programed instruction, a relatively new teaching technique,

has enjoyed success in the field of civilian education and within the

Army's educational program.

After considering the numerous subjects that have been programmed

such as management, logic, and psychology, it appears that the concept

of leadership can be successfully programed.

Of the two formats considered, the constructed-response, linear

format and the multiple-choice, branching format both have valid advan-

tages and neither has proven to be superior over the other for all situa-

tions. However, in this case the attributes of the constructed-response,

linear format such as ease of presentation, wider use, and logical frame

sequencing appear to be the best for programming the concept of leadership.

When using prompts or cueing techniques to assist the student to

make the correct response, the programmer must be careful not to use thle

same technique continually.
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Programmed instruction is a teaching method that will serve the

purpose of a review for those students who need it or teach those who

require more than a brushup.

*1
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CHAPTER V

LESSON PREPARATION

Having determined that the concept of leadership can be program-

med for self-instruction and having concluded that the constructed-

response, linear format is the preferred technique for this project, it

is necessary to prepare the lesson content for programming.

This chapter contains a discussion of the four steps used to

develop the instructional lesson. First, the programmer must determine

the educational goal or behavior criterion that the student should satisfy

upon completion of the programmed lesson. The second step is to determine

and specify the lesson performance objectives. Thirdly, a comprehensive

achievement examination must be developed and finally a lesson outline

must be prepared.

GOAL

In developing this lesson, the first step was to determine the

overall educational goal the program should achieve. Expressed in a dif-

ferent way the criterion behavior or knowledge level the student should

attain must be determined. In this regard the United States Continental

Army Command (ISCONARC) estallisles In broad terms the criterion behavior

or knowledge level vW ;Iould . obtained in each course of instruction.

In the area o),'i.g iis % qta.lfI. (d a level of knowledge

o r prof i, . ,iei tal (overng !n, deitlo of instructional

St

I 1 ' -
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material to be presented to Infantry Officer Basic Course (IOBC)

students. (1) These students are to receive a working knowledge of the

concept of leadership and USCONARC defines working knowledge as:

Sufficient knowledge and skills pertaining to the fundamentals
of a subject and to the techniques of its employment to permit routine
application by the student under field conditions with the guidance,
training, and assistance that are normal in his duty assignment. The
student acquires limited ability to supervise or train others. Must
be augmented by on-the-job training or further schooling for full
qualification. (2)

This definition is of critical importance to the programmer in

the design of the performance objectives in order to insure that the

standards of knowledge and skills are achieved upon successful completion

of the course.

In this particular lesson the goal or knowledge level will be

sought using programmed instruction media. The concept of leadership in

its programed instructional makeup will follow the same knowledge level

prescribed for present formal instruction. However, with programmed

instruction the knowledge level should be reached in less time preserving

instructional time that can be used in other vital areas of leadership

interest.

In addition, the benefits of the self-instructional technique

will be realized by those students for which the subject matter will

provide only a review of previous instruction in this area, or at most,

a makeup to supplement incomplete coverage of this field in previous

leadership instruction.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
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The second step in developing the program is defining specific

performance objectives or what the student needs to know about the subject.

In accomplishing this task the concept of leadership was laid out in a

flow chart arrangement as shown in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 7

CONCEPT OF LEADERSHIP

DEFINITION

OF
LEADERSHIP

LEADER GROUP SITUATION

BASIC BASIC
RESPONSIBILITIES HUMAN

NEEDS

TRAITS

Y
PRINCIPLES

ACTIONS
AND

L ORDERS

SUPERVISION

INDICATIONS
OF

LEADERSH IP

COAL

COMBAT EFFECTIVE UNIT

-t
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This flowchart is the basis for determining the specific perfor-

mance objectives to support the programmed lesson. From this flowchart,

the ten following specific performance objectives were determined to be

sufficient for this lesson.

i. The student will know the definition of military leadership

well enough to understand the goals of leadership.

2. The student will know the elements of the leadership environ-

ment--leader, group, situation--well enough to explain how each element

assists in the accomplishment of the mission.

3. The student will know the basic responsibilities of a

corander/leader well enough to explain their importance in motivating

men.

4. The student will know the basic human needs of man well

enough to know that satisfaction of these needs assists in motivating

men.

5. The student will be able to evaluate the fourteen leadership

traits to include the value of developing traits.

6. The student will be able to explain the principles of

leadership.

7. The student will be able to explain the techniques used by

a lemler to implement a course of action.

6. The student will be able to evaluate his unit in light of the

four indications of leadership.

9. The student will know the proper method of supervising

subordinates.

10. The student will be able to explain the purpose for evaluating

his unit in light of the four indications of leadership. (3)
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EXAMI NAT ION

The third programming step was to construct a comprehensive

achievement examination to measure or sample accomplishment of the

performance objectives in order for the student to learn the concept of

leadership and have a firm grasp of the tools and guides that will

assist him in exercising leadership. Therefore, tiie achievement test

should measure his understanding and knowledge of the tools and guides.

This is accomplished through the use of a multiple-choice type examina-

tion. (See Appendix B)

LESSON OUTLINING

The fourth step in programming involves preparation of the

lesson outline covering the subject matter to be presented in a logical

presentation sequence. This was developed through the use of the pre-

viously discussed flowchart and material provided by the United States

Army Infantry School. After studying the concept of leadership f low-

chart and examining the information provided by the Infantry School,

a lesson outline was developed.

CONCEPT OF LEADERSHIP

1. Definition of Leadership

a. Art or skill
b. Learned

2. Elements of the Leadership Environment

a. The leader
b. The group
c. The situation
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3. b~asic Responsibilities of the Leader

a. Accomplish the mission
b. Welfare of the men
c. Which takes precedence

4. Basic Needs of Man

a. Physical needs
b. Learned needs
C. Importance in motivation

5. Desirable Traits of a Leader

a. State the traits
b. Method of evaluation
c. Purpose of developing traits

6. Principles of Leadership

a. State the principles of leadership
b. Importance
c. How they should be used

7. Actions and Orders

8. Supervision

a. Purpose
b. Oversupervision
c. Proper method of supervision

9. Problem-Solving Process

a. Purpose
b. Steps in performing the process

10. Indications of Leadership

a. Define
b. Purpose
c. Evaluation

11. Combat Effective Unit

Following preparation of the flowchart, specific performance

objectives, examination, and lesson outline, the content of the program-

med instructional unit must be broken down into small bits of information

for each frame.
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In the first frame the student is referred back to his Reserve

Officer Training Corps (ROTC) training in order to motivate his recall

of previous instruction in this area. This will hopefully provide a

more relaxed atmosphere for the student to begin the unit by motivating

confidence based on previously acquired knowledge. As a matter of fact,

the prompts or cues in the initial frames are so evident that it will

be almost impossible for the student to give an incorrect response. Now

that the student is enjoying success, he is motivated to continue.

In addition to the cues and prompts, another technique used to

assist in developing the frame content in a logical sequence was the

concept of leadership flowchart without its component parts indicated.

The network is demonstrated; however, the components are left blank. As

the program develops, each of the component parts of the flowchart are

explained to the student and he is required to fill in these components

after explanation of each.

beside assisting in logical development, this technique has two

other purposes. One is that of reinforcement which occurs when the

student has learned the subject well enough to fill in the correct compo-

nent. The second purpose serves as an orientation technique in that as the

student progresses through the programmed instructional unit he is aware

of where he is within the discussion of the concept of leadership.

SUMMARY

Four steps were used to prepare the concept of leadership for

programming.

1. Determine the overall educational goal the program is to

achieve.
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2. Define specific performance objectives or what the student

needs to know about the subject.

3. Construct a comprehensive achievement test to measure or

sample accomplishment of thc performance objectives.

4. Preparation of the lesson outline covering the concept in a

logical presentation sequence.

Now armed with a lesson outline, flowchart, performance objectives,

and the format to be used, development of the concept of leadership pro-

grammed instruction can begin.
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1. U. S. Continental Army Command, Army Schools Curriculum Administration
and Training Policies, CON Reg. 350-1 (Fort Monroe, Virginia: December
1969), pp. 13-15.

2. Ibid., p. 14.

3. U. S. Army Infantry School Lesson Plan, Concept of Leadership, LL
(O,G,Z) 31 (Fort Benning, Georgia: July 1972).



CIIATER VI

PROGRAMMED UNIT

A PROGRAMMED COURSE IN THLE CONCEPT OF LEADERSHIP (1)

PREFACE

Military history is full of examplcs of units that were success-

ful in combat where other units failed. Why? Part of the answer is in

your basic officer class, you the military Leaders. Throughout military

history there have been good leaders and there have been poor leaders,

and the quality of their leadership has been reflected by the performance

of their units. In combat, your leadership ability may mean the difference

between success and failure, many casualties or few. Right now is the

time for you to develop your leadership ability; so that, if you are

placed in combat, your leadership ability will insure success.

This programmcd text will specifically review the definition of

military leadership, the three elements of the leadership environment,

the basic responsibilities of a leader, problem solving, supervision, the

indicators of leadership, and the primary goal of all leaders--building a

combat effective unit.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THIS UNIT

In order for you to get the best results from these materials, it

is important for you to thoroughly understand how to use thecm. You will

64
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find that it is easy to learn the concept of leadership with this unit

if you follow instructions carefully.

Information about the concept of leadership will be presented to

you in small steps. Each step will carefully explain a new fact or

principle. You will also be asked to write one or more answers on the

material presented. This will give you the opportunity to practice using

the information. The succeeding steps will give you additional practice

with the new information until you have learned it thoroughly. A new

principle will then be presented, and the same procedure repeated. In

this way, you should learn all the information needed to understand the

concept of leadership.

Read all of the material presented in each step carefully

before writing your answer(s). Your answer may consist of word(s),

number(s), or filling in part of a diagram. Although some of the ques-

tions may seem more difficult than others, you should be able to answer

them correctly if you read the information contained in each step carefully.

You will need a blank sheet of paper to cover the answers located

in a column on the left hand side of each page. After you have read the

information in the first frame and after you have written your answer(s)

for a frame, slide the cover sheet down and compare your answer with the

answer(s) shown for that frame. If your answer is correct, continue to

the next frame. If your answer is incorrect, look back and reread the

frame again until you understand the reason for your mistake. Perhaps it

will be necessary for you to review several previous frames in order to

understand why your answer is wrong. in either case, insure that you

understand the material presented before proceeding to the next frame.
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Although you will be asked to supply an answer or answers for

each frame, this is not a test but a way of learning information. You

will not be graded on how many questions you answer correctly or how fast

you complete the material. You will be tested later by regular examiina-

tion to determine what you have learned.

The following illustrations indicate the kind of frames that you

will find in this text. They have been provided to give you an opportu-

nity to try them out before proceeding to the actual text material. Read

Frame 1 carefully and answer it by writing the missing word or letters on

the line or dashes.

1. The term traits refers to a person's

personal characteristics. The sum total

of these traits make up that person's

personality. Such words as courage,

dependability, and knowledge are

examples of_

TRAITS 2.

The correct answer is the word traits. This is the missing word repre-

sented by the blank. If you did not give the correct answer, go back and

read the entire frame again. You should do this anytime you give a

wrong answer--reread the entire frame so that you understand the fact or
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principle involved before you go on. If necessary, go back and read a

few of the preceeding statements.

Now try frame 2:

TRAITS 2. Some 2,000 traits that a person could

possess have been identified. B~ut the

Army recognizes 14 of these as the most

desirable traits of a leader. Even

though the sum total of all traits a

person possesses make up his P E-

_ the Army recognizes

14 as the most desirable traits of a

leader.

PERSONALITY 3.

The answer is PERSONALITY. If you got it wrong, read this frame care-

fully again. You may also go back and read the first frame again if

necessary.

Now read and answer Frame 3:



PEKSoNALITY : r leadership is concerned,

uvaluatin , a leader's personality

involves determining to what dcgree

he possesses the desirable

1 of a leader.

14 4.

TRAITS

The answer to this frame is 14 and TRAITS. If you have read all three

rames carefully and in the proper order, you should have completed this

answer correctly.

Sometimes you will be asked to fill in portions of a flow chart indicating

parts of the concept of leadership flow. In each case, do as you are

directed and check your answer with the one given in the lefthand column

adjacent to the following frame.

Remember, you may go back to check a fact or principle but do not skip

ahead.

Do not try to do too much at one time. You will make fewer errors and

learn more efficiently if you stop and relax occasionally.
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A Programmed Course in the Concept of Leadership

1. During your Reserve Officer Training,

you received several leadership classes.

In these classes you discussed various

aspects of leadership and certain means

you could use to develop your leadership

ability. As you may recall in earlier

leadership instruction, you were introduced

to the concept of leadership which is the

primary M . _ by which you can develop

your leadership ability.

~AI~S2. Not only is the concept of leadership a

means of developing your leadership

ability, it also serves as a logical flow

of elements that achieves your primary

goal. As a platoon leader, you will be

initially concerned with developing a

combat effective unit--this will be your

primary G.
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GOAL 3. The logical flow of components that v:ake

up the concept of leadership can best be

demonstrated by the use of a flowchart

diagram.

DEFINITION
OF

LEADERSHIP

LEADER 
SITUATION* ¥

GROUP

BASIC

RESPONSIBILITIES

Y BASIC

TRAITS HUMAN
NEEDS

PRINCIPLES

OF
LEADERSHIP

Y VY
ACTIONS

AND
ORDERS

A

SUPERVISION

INDICATIONS OF
LEADERSHIP

y-

COMBAT EFFECTIVE UNIT

The last block on this flowchart is the

component combat effective unit which is

your primary

*1
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GOAL 4. You will build upon this flowchart of

the concept of leadership just as you

would build upon your leadership ability.

In order for all of you to start out on

an equal footing in your leadership

ability, you must have some base from

which you can start. This base is the

definition of leadership, and it intro-

duces the concept of leadership.

Complete the first component block of

the concept of leadership flowchart by

filling in the missing letters.

D__

UF

L -- __P



DEFINITION 
5. Leadership is defined as 

the art of 
7

OF influencing and directing men in such

LEADERSHIP a way as to obtain their willing

obedience, confidence, respect, and

loyal cooperation to accomplish the

mission.

The key word art indicates that

leadership is a:

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. SCIENCE

b. SKILL

c. CHANCE

b. 6. Leadership is an art or skill and,

SKILL as such, it can be learned as well as

any other art or skill. You were not

born with stripes on your arms or

stars on your shoulders, therefore,

you must develop into a leader. You

mnust L how to lead men.
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LEARN 7. Leadership can be learned, developed,

and mastered by anyone of normal

intelligence. The only prerequisite

is that you have the desire, an intense

desire, to become a

LEADER 3. Having a strong desire to become a

leader or to lead men will assist you

in influencing and directing men in

such a way as to obtain their willing

obedience, confidence, respect, and

loyal cooperation to accomplish the

mission.

If you are successful in doing this

then you have the art

of leadership.

____________________________M OM
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LEARNED 9. Now that you have an understanding of

the definition of leadership and the

goal of a leader, you know where you

have started and where you must go to

learn the concept of leadership. As

you recall, the first component of the

concept of leadership is (Fill in the

Block 1) and the last component is the

goal of every leader (Fill in Block 2).

Block 1 Block 2

.............- CO T

OF E F

- -___-__-__-__-__-___-__-__-
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block 1 10. Now let's see how this looks on

DEFINITION OF the concept of leadership flowchart.
LEADERSHIP

Block 2 DEFINITION
4 J OF

COMBAT LEADERSHIP

EFFECTIVE UNIT -

r

Y,4

COMBAT

EFFECTIVE
UNIT

You know where you are within the flow-

chart and where you must go--combat

effective unit--which is the primary

I -.... of every leader.
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GOAL 11. To fully apply the definition of

a leader must

understand the basic elements of

leadership and how they affect his

exercise of command, because the

* elements suggest to the leader which

* style of leadership will be the most

appropriate.

LEADERSHIP 12. The elements that suggest to the leader

which style of leadership would be the

most appropriate to use are called the

three elements of the leadership environ-

ment. These are the LEADER, the GROUP,

and the SITUATION. The leadership

environment can be readily compared to

a mathematical equation.

The L + +the G + the

S -the style of

leadership.
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LEADER 13. These three elements of leadership

GROUP make up the next three components

SITUATION of the concept of leadership flowchart.

Fill in the three elements of the

leadership environment.

DEFINITION

/ OF

LEADERSHIPI

S
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LEADER 14. The updated portion of the concept

GROUP of leadership flowchart should look

SITUATION like the following:

DEFINITION
OF

LFADERSYHIP .

LEADER L SITUATION

GROUP _

Each leader, in analyzing, the various

parts of a leadership problem, will be

affected in a different way by his

personality and capability, the person-

alities and capabilities of the members

of his unit, and the portion of the

situation confronting him. When

analyzing a leadership problem, the

leader considers the elements

of leadership.

I!

I
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THREE 15. Because no two leaders ever get results

in exactly the same way, each leader must

formulate his own solution for each

leadership P - - based upon his

analysis of the

of

PROBLEM 16. You will learn about the three elements

THREE of leadership, the leader, the group, and

ELEM2ENTS the situation by studying each element

LEADERSHIP separately.

At the most fundamental level, a leader

is a person in a position of influence

over other people. This influence may

be the result of appointment to a formal

position of leadership or of acceptance

b a group of persons who then become

followers. In both cases the leader's

success is ultimately determined by the

performance of the people he



LEADS 17. This performance, demonstrated by thosu

he leads, depends on the quality and

nature of his leadership actions is he

interacts with his followers.

A leader who acts effectively in his

role as a leader will obtain willing

obedience, confidence, respect, and

loyal cooperation in order to:

(SELECT THE BEST ANSWER)

a. Be popular.

b. Accomplish the mission.

b. ACCOMPLISH 18. The importance of the leader's role in

THE MISSION guiding and structuring his platoon's

activities cannot be overemphasized.

The leader who can structure and organize

the unit's activities so that M

accomplishment is met with a minimum of

effort, cost, and friction will usually

be highly valued by the unit's members.

I



M.ISSION 19. How well the leader actually performs

in this role will determine how long

he remains the

LEADER 20. In the leader's role are many respon-

sibilities that the leader must be aware

of and accept in order to be successful.

But of all the responsibilities, there

are two that are the basic responsibilities

of the leader. They are:

1. The accomplishment of the mrissior.

2. Responsibility for the welfare of the

men.

The vast range of duties and tasks the

leader is responsible for can he simplified

with the realization that each of the

duties or tasks is satisfied by the accom-

plishment of the leader's two

L I



BASIC 21. To accomplish these, the successful

RESPONSIBILITIES leader practices the art of

L , a man-to-man

relationshi-) which stresses the

leader's concern for the W

of his men.

LEADERSHIP 22. The basic responsibilities of a leader,

WELFARE accomplishment of the mission, and

looking out for the welfare of his men

are always important but which of the

two responsibilities is the most

important?

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. Accomplishment of the mission.

b. Looking out for the welfare of his

men.

c. They are equally important.

I
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c. THEY ARE 23. In most situations, these two respon-

EQUALLY sibilities are of equal importance.

IMPORTANT However, what if a conflict exists

between the two responsibilities?

Which responsibility takes precedence?

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. Accomplishment of the mission.

b. Responsibility for the welfare of

his men.

4'

I
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a. ACCOMPLISIM'XET 24. As stated previously, in most day-

OF THE 'ISSIN to-day situations these responsibilities

:ire of equal imnortance:. 'owever, if

a confl ic t Should Q. i ;t ;(.tween t wo

basic respons fIt : itics, t'ic :ccorplis

ment of the missien Just take precedence.

!Iecause vach unit's ,ission i!; a co:-

ponent part of the next higher unit's

rission, if a unit fails in accomplis.-

ing its mission, it will have an adversu

effect on tlhe higher unit's mission.

.)oes this roan that when the mission

takes precedence the leader cannet

lookout for the welfare of his men?

(C1,OOS (Nrt )

a. YES

h. \'

I

*'



NO 25. Even when a conflict arises and the

mission takes precedence, a leader can

still lookout for the welfare of his men

in the manner that the mission is accom-

plished. There may be more than one way

to accomplish the mission. As a example,

the leader may determine that there are

two attack routes to a heavily defended

enemy strong point. nn either route the

platoon will receive heavy casualties,

but the strong point must be taken. After

careful consideration tre leader deter-

irines that one route provides a iittle

better concealment and artillery can

support the platoon's advance hetter

along that route. Il'urefore thw platoon

leader is accomplishini a dangerous

mission but at the same tirn, looking: out

for the of his men ir. the

manner he performs the mission.

- - - - - - - -

At
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WELFARE 26. "ow that you have an understanding of

the definition of leadership, you know

that there are three elements of leader-

ship. You should now be able to fill in

the following components to "ie concept

of leadership flowchart.

OF

2. i 4. -

S

3. S

B - G

P . _



1. DEFINITION 27. You have progressed to the next component

OF of the concept of leadership flowchart.

LEADERSHIP Here the discussion continues with the

2. LEADER leader. You knov that as a leader your

3. (:ROUP performance depends on tloe quality and

4. SITUATIOf nature of your leadership actions as you

5. BASIC RESPON- interact with your followers. .leader

SIBILITIES who acts effectively in his role will

obtain willing obedience, confidence,

respect, and loyal cooperation from iis

men. Because of this the leader must

first understand himself and his person-

ality. Withir the framework of the

concept of leadership, personality is

defined ns the sum total of one's nerson-

;il characteristics or traits.

t. leader'!; personality impact upon tI

interaction witIh his F (, I- S.
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FOLLOWERS 28. The leader must understand himself,

since the effect of leadership depends on

the interaction of two or mnore person-

alities. It is necessary for a leader

to evaluate hisseif and to determine the

personal qualities or traits he possesses

which will assist him in gaining willing

obedience, confidence, respect, and loyal

cooperation from his___

FOLLOWERS 29. The attitudes of the men toward a leader

may be greatly influenced by the traits

he demonstrates since the effect of

leadership in a military unit, as in any

other group, depends upon the interaction

of two or more ---- --- ---

I..
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PERSONALITIES 30. The traits demntae by a leader

directly affect the behavior of his men

and their willingness to accomplish the

mission. Therefore, it is extremely

important that the leader properly under-

stand the degree to which the various

leadership T_____are developed in

his own personality so that he may pre-

dict the effect which his personality

will have on others.

TRAITS 31. It should be pointed out at this time

that there is no group of traits which

could be considered to consistently

distinguish the successful leader from

the unsuccessful leader although many

leaders possess personal qualities which

are similar. In fact, 14 traits have

been isolated which successful leaders

The leader will be considering 14 traits

when heevaluates his P_- - - -
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PERSONALITY 32. Within the concept of leadership the

following 14 traits are described as

being the most desirable.

BEARING

COURAGE (PHYSICAL AND MORAL)

DECISIVENESS

DEPENDABILITY

ENDURANCE

ENTHUSIASM

INITIATIVE

INTEGRITY

JUDGMENT

JUSTICE

KNOWLEDGE

LOYALTY

TACT

UNSELFISHNESS

These are the 14 most desirable traits

of a

LEADER 33. The 14 most desirable traits of a leader

are those you should use to E V

your own personality.

-4 
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EVALUATE 34. Each leader must determine to vhat degree

he possesses the desirable traits of a

leader. He must evaluate himself and

determine his personal qualities or traits

which will best assist him in influencing

his men.

Leadership traits are distinguishing

personality qualities which, if demon-

strated in daily activities, help the

leader to earn from his men.

(CHOOSE ONE OR MORE)

a. Respect

b. Confidence

c. Willing obedience

d. Loyal cooperation

a. RESPECT 35. Several possible techniques can be used

b. CONFIDENCE to evaluate your personality. You can

c. WILLING ask a friend or neighbor to evaluate your

OBEDIENCE personality in light of the __desirable

d. LOYAL traits of a leader.

COOPERATION
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14 36. This friend or neighbor might honestly

I attempt to do so, but you may reject the

bad points and accept only the good points.

On the other hand the friend or neighbor

I may know you well enough to understand

you will reject the bad points and there-

fore he will point out only the good ones.

He may never mention the bad points. Of

course this is an incomplete evaluation

and you have been misled. Another

evaluation method is to ask a senior

officer or NONCOM to evaluate your

personality. However, these people may

not know you as well as your friend and

just as in the first method you may be

MISLED 37. The best method of evaluating your

personality is for you to conduct an

honest self evaluation to determine to

what degree you possess the 14

---------------------- ------------------ of a

leader.
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DESIRABLE 38. Following the honest self evaluation and

TRAITS determination of your strong traits,

you should make every attempt to capi-

talize on these strong traits.

Just as you determined your strong traits

during the honest self evaluation, you

should also determine your ---- traits.

WEAK 39. As you are capitalizing on your . ._

traits, simultaneously you should be

taking steps to improve your....

traits.

STRONG 40. The importance of capitalizing on your

WEAK( strong traits is that you will present

I a mental image to your subordinates.

4This image will be on eT

you most exhibit.
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TRAITS 41. As a leader, to enhance your effective-

ness you must use your individual traits

to assist in solving leadership problems.

To determine to what degree you possess

the 14 desirable traits of a leader you

should:

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. Have a friend evaluate your person-

ality.

b. Conduct an honest self evaluation.

c. Have a senior officer evaluate your

personality.



b. CONDUCT AN 42. You should be able to bring~ the concept

HONEST SELF of leadership flowchart up to date.

EVALUATION

OF

2. _4_-

3 .

6. _I T7
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1. DEFINITION 43. By capitalizing on your strong traits,

OF the image you present should gain the

LEADERSHIP support and cooperation of your men.

2. LEADER This, in turn, will prevent leadership

3. GROUP problems or assist in solving them.

4. SITUATION However, all leaders need rules or

5. BASIC guidelines to aid them in the exercise

RESPON- of command. These guides are the

SIBILITIES principles of leadership.

6. TRAITS Just as the 14 desirable traits of a

leader were derived from past success-

ful leaders, the successes of past

leaders have resulted in the formation

of a series of rules or guidelines to

the leader.

AID, ASSIST 44. Although the study of leadership cannot

HELP, OR A1Y be restricted to rigid laws and regula-

SYNONYM tions, the successes of past leaders who

have followed proven rules or guidelines

cannot be ignored. The leadership

principles that follow are designed to

_ _the leader in selecting ap-

propriate actions and orders to properly

utilize his command.
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ASSIST, AID 45. THE PRINCIPLES OF LEADERSHIP

HELP, OR ANY 1. BE TECHNICALLY AND TACTICALLY

syNOMIy PROFICIENT.

II. KNOW YOURSELF AND SEEK IMPROVEMENT.

III. KNOW YOUR MEN AND LOOK OUT FOR THEIR

WELFARE.

IV. KEEP YOUR MEN INFORMED.

V. SET THE EXAMLE.

VI. INSURE THAT THE TASK IS UNDERSTOOD,

SUPERVISED, AND ACCOMPLISHED.

VII. TRAIN YOUR MEN AS A TEAM.

VIII. MAKE SOUND AND TIMELY DECISIONS.

IIA. DEVELOP A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY

IN YOUR SUBORDINATES.

X. EMPLOY YOUR COMMAND IN ACCORDANCE

WITH ITS CAPABILITIES.

XI. SEEK RESPONSIBILITY AND TAKE RESPON-I

SIBILITY FOR YOUR ACTIONS.

These general rules which have stood

the test of time appear to have guided

the conduct and actions of S7

-_ leaders of the past.
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SUCCESSFUL 46. Throughout military history, these rules--

known as leadership principles--have in

varying degrees affected the actions of

every successful leader.

The _of___ -

_are the fundamental truths of

leadership and they are G--------

for you, the leader.

PRINCIPLES 47. The fact that every leader has not always

OF made full use of each one of these

LEADERSHIP principles does not make them any less

GUIDELINES valid. Although their application may

vary with the situation, a leader who

disregards them is risking failure.

Idealistically, you should never violate

a principle of leadership.

When you do _ - - -a principle

of leadership, you are increasing the

probability of failure.
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VIOLATE 48. The principles are used to help in

selecting a course of action. The

real se~ret in using the principles

is to be able to select the ones that

really apply to the situation. Remember

that the principles cannot be considered

the one sure-fire, absolute method of

approaching every problem because there

are other factors involved.

Just as road signs along the highway

guide you to your destination, the

_of_

guide you along the leadership path to

your goal.

PRINCIPLES 49. A leader who knows his job thoroughly and

OF possesses a broad general knowledge con-

LEADERSHIP cerning his area of interest is said to

I. be:

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. One who sets the example.

b. Technically and tactically proficient.
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b. TECHNICALLY 30. You should be competent in combat

AND TACTI- operations and training as well as in

CALLY the technical and administrative aspects

PROFICIENT of your duties. Closely associated

with this principle is your duty to

know yourself and seek self-improve-

ment. This principle can be applied

by:

(CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER)

a. Evaluating the performance of your

men.

b. Evaluating your unit's mission.

c. Evaluating your own performance.

d. Evaluating the performance of

contemporaries.

c. EVALUATING 51. No one can become a successful leader

YOUR OWN until he knows his own capabilities

PERFOPRMANCE and limitations and is, in fact, the

master of himself. Of course, this

becomes of particular importance when

you, the leader, must set the exampe.

In fact your men will look to you for

they may follow.

'S

I
4
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EXAMPLES 52. Set the standard for your entire command

by outstanding performance of duty. This,

in turn, will be assisted if you make

sound and timely decisions.

The decisive leader is able to employ

his command effectively by creating a

sense of:

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. Hesitancy

b. Confidence

c. Confusion

b. CONFIDENCE 53. Constant study, training, and proper

planning will lay the groundwork for

professional competence necessary to

sound and timely decisions. one

specific decision you will be required

to make is to determine if you are

employing your comanad in accordance

with its capabilities.

Just as you must know your own capabili-

ties and limitations to properly apply

your leadership ability, you must have a

thorough knowledge of the___

and - ------- of your

command to employ it properly.



CAPABILITIES I 54. The leader must assign objectives to his

LIMITATIONS unit that are within its capabilities.

A method of Increasing the capability of

your unit is to train your men ar a tean.

Teamwork is the key to successful opera-

tions; it starts in the smallest unit and

carries through to the largest organizatic.

Just as a football player knows which

position he will play, each of your men

must understand where he into the

team.

FITS 55. It is your duty to develop teamwork

through training of your command. To

develop teamwork within your unit you must

insure that you give clear, concise orders.

Besure they are understood then supervise

to make sure the order is properly executed.

Men will respond more quickly to orders

which are clear, concise, and easily

S,-l
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UNDERSTOD 56. The able leader makeR wine use of his

subordinates to carry out his orders

effectively. Tell your subordinates

what to do not how to do it. Hold them

responsible for results. ln other words,

develop a sense of responsibility in

your subordinates. Delegation of author-

ity commensurate with responsibility and

capability develops mutual confidence

and respect between senior and sub-

ordinates.

You are somewhat like a football coach.

The coach is the boss, but he does

authority to his

quarterback.



DELEGATE 57. Delegation of authority also encourages

the subordinate to exercise initiative

and to give his wholehearted cooperation.

This wholehearted cooperation can also

be gained by knowing your men and looking

out for their welfare. You will have a

better understanding of how your sub-

ordinates react and function under various

conditions when you make a conscientious

effort to observe them, become person-

ally acquainted with them, and recognize

their individual differences.

You can get to know your men through

which of the following sources.

(CHOOSE ONL OR . oK)

a. Personal interview

b. Ke- -ds

c. observation

I

I.

A
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ALL AbLE M8 Koving your men and looking out for

CORRECT their welfare will assist you in obtain-

ing their willing obedience, confidence,

respect, and loyal cooperation.

One way of looking out for their welfare

is to keep your men informed. Within

the limits of security requirements, a

leader must keep his men informed because

this encourages initiative, improves team-

work, and enhances morale.

The individual who knows the situation

and his mission is more E FF E

than one who does not.

I-4- 1'
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EFFECTIVE 59. The well informed soldier normally has a

better attitude toward the leader and

the unit as a whole. The attitude of a

soldier toward the leader will bc one of

confidence If the leader seeks respon-

sibility and takes responsibility for his

actions. You must take the initiative

in the absense of orders. By seeking

responsibility, you develop yourself

pro~essionally and increase your leader-

ship ability. The leader who fails to

accept responsibility will lose the

C __of his men.

CONFIDENCE 60. You as a leader must accept responsibility

for all your unit does or fails to do.

The principles of leadership are the funda-

mental truths of leadership and they will

G _ --- you in taking acting nisug

orders.
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GUIDE 61. You have now completed another component

of the concept of leadership flowchart.

FILL IN TILE MISSING COMPONENTS

OF

2. 4.

3.

I. 6.

OF
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1. DEFINITION 62. The concept of leadership flowchart now

OF looks like this:

LEADERSHIP r
DEFINITION

2. LEADER OF -

LEADERSHIP

3. GROUP 
--

4. SITUATION LEADER SITUATION

5. BASIC KESPON-

SIBILITIES GROUP

6. TRAITS
---

7. PRINCIPLES BASIC
RESPONSIBILITIES

OF .... ..

LEADERSHIP
TRAITS ,

I - ...- Y

PRINCIPLES
OF

LEADERSHIP

Now that you have an understanding of

the definition of leadership and the

leader element of leadership, you are

ready to learn about another element.

This next elenent is concerned with the

men you will lead, and in this case,

the element is referred to as the
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GROUP I63. Your objective is to influence and

direct man; he is of prime concern.

We assess our effectiveness by the

manner in which he performs. This

man is a part of the _that

you wiii lead.

GROUP 64. The group affects leadership decisions

in two ways; as a group and as an aggrega-

tion of individuals. How well the men

work together as a team will impact on

your decisions when the mission or situa-

tion dictates a group effort. In all cases

the personalities of the individual members

of the group must be considered. As a

leader You should always make every effort

to understand the needs and desires of

each man that makes up the
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GROUP 6. As stated previously, your objective

65 is to influence and direct man because

lie is of prime concern in how well you

accomplish your mission. In order to

utilize the finest fighting man in the

world today, you must understand the

forces that motivate man.

Just as the leader must make a constant

effort to thoroughly understand himself,

he iaust understand the needs and desires

of the _______________he leads.



MEN 66. It is not necessary that a leader be a

psychologist but he must have a basic

understanding of the forces that drive

man. These are the basic human needs and

they are categorized as physical needs

and learned needs.

PHYSICAL LEARNED

1. FOOD 1. SECURITY

2. SHELTER 2. SOCIAL
APPROVAL

3. WATER 3. RECOGNITION

4. REST

5. NORMAL BODY

FUNCTIONS

Which of the two basic human needs are

required in order to survive?

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. Physical needs

b. Learned needs
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PHYSICAL NEEDS 67. The physical needs of food, water, rest,

shelter, arnd normal body functions are

those needs which man must have to

survive.

The desire to satisfy a physical need

may M __ the individual to

behave in a specific manner.

MOTIVATE 68. In most cases the Army provides the men

with food, water, rest, and shelter.

Therefore, your primary concern to satisfy

the physical needs will be under more

austere conditions such as field training

and during combat.

Physical needs for all men are:

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. Similar

b. Not similar
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a. SIMILAR 69. The physical needs are similar for all

men; whereas, learned needs--security,

social approval, and recognition--tend to

be held in common by all people of the

same culture.

Learned needs concern man's relationships

with other men.

The learned needs are those needs which

man has obtained by observing other in his

C and determining that their

needs are his needs also.

CULTURE 70. Learned needs are acquired by the individual

throughout his life as he learns what is

valued by others in his culture and the

importance of others to his own well being.

The learned needs are:

(CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE)

a. Security

b. Normal Body Functions

c. Shelter

d. Recognition

e. Social Approval

f. Clothing

,a
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SECURITY 71. The learned needs can be as strong as

RECOGNITION the more basic physical needs and men

SOCIAL APPROVAL will react to achieve their satisfaction.

The learned need, security, can be

satisfied if the individual is kept

informed, if he knows what is required

of him, if he knows his job, and if he

knows that his leaders know their jobs

and that they are looking out for his

welfare.

Select the factor that would best satisfy

the security need.

a. Changing situation

b. Frequent transfers

c. Predictable environment
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c. PREDICTABLE 72. The learned need, social approval, normally

ENVIRONM4ENT is supplied by those with which thle individ-

ual associates. The desire for group

approval is one of the strongest urges of

man. Hie will put forth great efforts to

win this approval.

Select the action that you as a leader can

take to best assist group approval of a

new man in your unit.

a. Show favoritism to the new man.

b. Insure that he is properly received

and integrated into your unit. i
c. Give less attention to the new man.
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b. PROPERLY 73. As a leader you cannot give a man social

RECEIVED AND approval, but you can help him to be

INTEGRATED approved by the group by properly intro-

ducing hiin and making him feel welcome.

The learned need, recognition, can be

satisfied when you recognize the individ-

ual for what he is ane what he can do.

Men feel the need for frequent tangible

proof that they are getting ahead.

Some examples of tangible proof would be:

(CHOOSE ONE OR MORE)

a. Promotions

b. Badges

c. Awards

d. Passes

I
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ALL ARE 74. Recognition can also be intangible such

CORRECT as a good word or a pat on the back.

Men work hard to gain some measure of

success, and if recognition is not forth-

coming, will eventually quit or exhibit

another pattern of behavior.

H1ATCH THE FOLLOWING:

1. SLEEP

2. RECOGNITION

3. WATER

4. NORML 6ODY a. PHYSICAL
FUNCTIONS NEED

5. SECURITY b. LEARNED
NEED

6. SELF-ESTEEN

7. SOCIAL
APPROVAL

1. a 75. You, as the leader, are in a position to

2. b assist in the satisfaction of man's basic

3. a

4. a

5. b

6. b

7. b

II
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HUMAN iEEDS I76. When you satisfy man's basic human needs

you will develop a better adjusted and

14 0 E D man and will reduce

many of the problems of maladjustment.

MOTIVATED 77. When the men realize that the leader is

interested in them, it will go a long way

toward strengthening the bond of mutual

confidence and respect.

Name the two classes of basic human needs.

a._



a. PHYSICAL 78. You should now be able to fill in the

NEEDS following components of the concept of

b. LEARNED leadership flowchart.

NEEDS 1.

D OF

// L

2. 4.

L L

5. 3

B

8.

B

H
6. - K
i T

7. 'C

I OF
L

'

:I
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1. DEFINITION 79. You have now learned two of the three

OF elements of the leadership environtment.

LEADERSHIP They are the and the

2. LEADER

3. GROUP

4. SITUATION

5. BASIC KESPON-

SIBILITIES

6. TRAITS

7. PRINCIPLES OF

LEADERSHIP

8. BASIC HUMAN

NEEDS

LEADER 80. The third element of the leadership

GROUP environment is the situation. The situa-

tion comprises the assigned mission and

environmental and other factors beside

the leader and the group that affect

mission accomplishment.

Select the factor that best depicts a

situation element.

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. The leader's knowledge

b. Group experience

c. Combat
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c. COMBAT 31. Environments and misions xan,c fro, thL

inherent confusions, urgency, and fast

action of battle to the routine, recur-

ring, and familiar nonbattle situation.

Would you say that:

(SELECT ONE)

a. No two situations are exactly the

same.

b. Most situations are alike.

a. NO TWO 82. Each situation must be faced as a new and

SITUATIONS separate problem with its own answer and

ARE EXACTLY there must be a continuous evaluation of

THE SAME. the situation as it changes.

The various situations that confront a

leader require substantial leadership:

(CiIOOSE TILE BEST ANSWER)

I a. Experience

Ib. Training

c. Adaptability
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C. ADAPTALILITY 63. Lp to this point you have learned the

definition of leadership realizing it is

the of influencia: and aircctin);

m~an in SUch a way as to raini 'Iis confi-

dence and respect.

A~RT i8. You have learned the three elements of

the 1eaderuhip cQnvironrnent.

kill in the three elements.

a. T; ic

b. The_

c. The

a. THE LEADER. 85. You know the leader has two basic

b. ThE GROUP, responsibilities.

c. THE SITUA- Fill in the two basic responsibilities of

TION a leader.

a. A the

b. Lfor the _ _of

the men.
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a. ACCOAPLISH THE 86. In looking out for the welfare of his

MISSION men and to know how to motivate man, the

b. LOOK OUT FOR leader must satisfy wan's basic human

THE WELFARE OF needs.

THE MEi Name the two classes of basic human needs.

a. neads.

b. needs.

a. PHYSICAL 87. You also learned that leadership revolves

o. LEARNED around the meeting of two or more person-

alities which are nothing more than the

stum total of an individual's:

(CHOOSE vNE)

a. Objectives

b. Morals

c. Traits

d. College credits

c. TRAITS _8. The leader must Know his strongest traits

so tnat iie can capitalize on them.

At LC same time, he must also know his

traits so that he can

develop them.

0 ___
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WEAKEST 69. The leader must determine to what degree

hie possesses the 14 desirable traits of a

leader. This can be done by evaluating

his personality.

Which is the best evaluation metiod?

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. have a very close friend evaluate

your personality.

b. Conduct an honest self evaluation.

e. Have a senior or subordinate evaluate

your personality.

b. CONDUCT AN 190. You understand that all leaders need rules

HONEST SELF or guidelines to aid them in tht. exercise

EVALUATION of coimmand. These fundamental truths of

leadership are called the

of
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PRINCIPLES 91. Up to this point you have learned and

UF filled in the following components of the

LEADLRShIP concept of leadership flowchart.

DEFINITION
- OF -

,z LEADERShIP

LEADER SITUATION

Y

GROUP

' BAS IC

RESPONSIBILITIES I
Y

BASIC

HUMAN
NEEDS

TRAITS

PRINCIPLES

OF
LEADERSHIP

Using the traits and the 1'

of leadership as guides in the exercise of

your command, you are now ready to take

action and issue orders.

I



PRINCIPLES 92. Leadership actions and orders are techniques

used by the leader to implement courses of

action considered appropriate fo: the accom-

plishment of one or more of his basic

responsibilities.

Can you, as a leader, be completexly sure

that every action you take or order you

issue is correct?

a. YES

b. NO
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b. NO 93. As a leader, you can't be completely sure,

but you can increase your chances for

success by using a sound analytical ap-

proach in solving your problems. The

leadership problem solving process is just

such an approach.

LEADERSHIP PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS

1. Recognize the problem.

2. Make an estimate of the situation.

3. Determine the cause.

4. Determine possible solutions.

5. Evaluate possible solutions.

6. Select the best solution.

7. Take action.

Before the leader can apply this process

he must have a good understanding of the

three elements of leadership which are

the the and the

|j
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LEADER 94. Later you will receive additional

GROUP information about the problem solving

SITUATION process and hav(: the opportunity to put

it to use during, the conduct of the

Leader's Reaction Course.

When you are ready to take action,

armed with the correct solution, the

action may be ineffective if you do

not issue the order correctly. The

leader must communicate effectively.

In other words, orders, t)iough per-

fectly sound, may prove worthless

because of I N E

communication.

*1



IINEFFECTIVE 95. The leader must not onlv convey

intelligible information he must

also be certain that this information is

completely understandable to the recip-

ient.

In addition, the leader may predeter-

mine the soundness of an action or an

order by examining his proposed teci,-

niques to determine whether ticy:

(SELECT "'ORE TIiHA ONE)

a. Are guided by the principles of

leadership.

b. Have been used by famous generals.

c. Accomplish or aid in the accomplish-

ment of one or both of the leader's

basic responsibilities.

d. Take advantage of his :;tron,! traits.
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a, c & d ,RE l9. You should now be able to fill in the

CORRECT next component of the concept of leader-

ship flowchart.

DEFI IT ION

OF
L]ADERSII P

LEADER SITUATION

y

GROUP

.

BASIC
RLSPONSIB LITIES

BASIC
EiUMAN
NEEDS

y

TRAITS

PRINCIPLES
OF

LEADERSHIP

AND
0

-I



ACTIONS Aid) 97. After action has been taken and

OR~DERS orders given, your subordinate must

be left reasonably free to accomplish

his assigned tasks. Each leader, at

all levels, must however supervise to

check on the status of the tasks.

A good leader will undoubtedly find

that he will spend much ____(less

or more) time in the supervision of

action which is under wiay than he will

in the formulation and issuance of

actions and orders.
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:.ORdi 93. However, this supervision must be done

without undue harassment. The proper

method of supervision is to give a man

a task to do, check upon the progress

of the task during the work, and then

check upon accomplishment at the end.

Checking during the task gives the

worker the opportunity to ask any

necessary questions. Also, it gives

you the opportunity to make sure:

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. That the individual li:es the task.

b. That the individual has not mis-

interpreted the task.

c. That the individual is riot goofing

off.

I
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b. 114AT TIML 99. The purpose of checkint, upon the

INDIVIDUAL task at the end is to insure that

IAS NOT flS- the end product is exactly what you

INTERPRETED

THE TASK.

DESIRE OR 100. The frequency of checking depends on

WANT the task, the individual, and prior

experience with the task.

Be sure that you do not oversupervise

because over supervision will

a subordinates initiative.

'i
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STIFLE, 101. Fill in the components of the concept

SUPPRESS OR of leadership flowchart.

ANY SYNONYM 1.

D

S OF ,

LA
2. 1 4.

L -

3.

BB

'N-
TB

PN

T 1

OF AND
L 0

10. ,

I S
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1. DEFINITION OF 102. Now, let's say that you have joined a

LEADERSHIP unit. Is there any way that the leader

2. LEADER can determine his ability as a leader

3. GROUP and the probable combat effectiveness

4. SITUATION of his unit? Yes, by making a con-

5. BASIC RESPON- tinuous evaluation of his unit in

SIBILITIES light of the indications of leader-

6. TRAITS ship or by determining to what degree

7. PRINCIPLES OF the indications are present in his unit.

LEADERSHIP The four indications of leadership are

8. BASIC morale, discipline, esprit de corps,

HUM4AN and proficiency.

NEEDS Just as instruments in an airplane tell

9. ACTIONS AND you how well the airplane is performing,

ORDERS the indications of leadership can be

10. SUPERVISION used as a - _ in evaluating your

unit.
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GAUGE, MEASURE 103. The indications of leadership--

OR ANY SYNOIii morale, discipline, esprit de corps,

and proficiency--can be used as a

gauge in evaluating your unit. Your

evaluation should be continuous and

it will assist you in determining

whether your unit is effective and

is able to accomplish its assigned

missions.

Not only do the indications of leader-

ship provide evidence of success, they

also provide evidence of F

FAILURE 104. As you evaluate your unit, you may

discover problems that are adversely

affecting one or more of the indica-

tions of leadership with a conseouent

decrease in unit effectiveness.

A problem exists in a unit when an

incident occurs or conditions exist

which adversely affect one or more of

the indications of leadership. Recogni-

tion of this problem is the first step

of the problem process.

__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-I
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SOLVIP*G 105. All four Indications of leadership

contribute to the effectiveness of

a unit and are to some extent inter-

dependent.

For example, a low AWOL rate might

well indicate not only good disci-

pline but high morale and

ESPRIT-DE- 106. Therefore, in the following discussion

CORPS it should be recognized that certain

factors may have an effect on more than

one of the indicators.

Following that reasoning, you can conclude

that the absence or lessening of one indi-

cation could A Y affect or

destroy the others.



ADVFSfLY 107. In order to better understand the

value and use of these indicators let's

discuss each of them in more detail.

!"orale is the individual's state of

mind. It depends upon his attitude

towards everything that affects him--

his fellow soldicrs, his leaders, Army

Life in Reneral. and other things

wiich are important to him.

From this we can see that morale is

closely related to the satisfaction of

a man's needs.

I
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BASIC 1L'Q% 103. In order to develop high morale,

the leader must satisfy man's basic

human needs and if an individual has a

problem, attempt to solve the problem

or help him to solve his own problem.

Morale is reflected in such things as

a soldier's: (CHOOSE MORE THAN ONE)

a. Appeararce

b. l'ilitary courtesy

c. Personal conduct

d. Mutual trust

a, b, c, AND d 109. You can measure morale by close observa-

ARE ALL CORRECT tion of your men in their daily activitic,

by inspections, by formal and informal

interviews, and bv evaluation of rcports.

Select those reports that you feel would

be valuable in determining the morale

of the men in your unit.

(CiiOOS. "( E TIA:" OE)

a. ,rrests

b. Zequests for transfer

c. SicL: call rate

ed. eenlistment rates

I4
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a, U, c, I ]l. !'eiiember that the state of morale does

ALL CORRECT not remain the same; rather, it is con-

stantly changing.

Therefore, when evaluating your unit in

Iight of ':orale, -eep in min(i that it

is rot a one shot deal but a

evaluation.

CO TINI1OUS 111. T'iscipline is the individual or ;7our

attitude that insures prompt obedience

to orders and initiates appropriate

action in the absence of orders. It

helps the soldier to withstand t1e

shock of battle and gives order and

meaning to military life.

"'iscipline is verv necessary in the

Armay to:

(CHOOSE ONE)

a. Punish those who violate rules.

* b. Assist the soldier to face difficult

* situations without faltering.

C 1: 1 imina t e overfarilari ty.

6. Insure that soldiers will uu punctual.

-f
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b. ASSIST file 1112. Discipline within a unit insures

SOLDIER TO stabili-. under stress, it is a pre-

FACE DIFFI- requisite of predictable performance.

(ZLT SITUATIONS Which of the following factors would

WITHOU- FALTER- be most helpful in evaluating the

L<G. status of discipline in your unit?

(CHOOSE :!ORE THAi, ONE)

a. Proper conduct of individuals on

and off duty.

b. Requests for transfer.

c. Number of personal problems.

d. Adherence to the chain of command.

-i

-- _________ -~-- I ________ ~___________ ____________i

* 'i
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; A L c A 113. Cther f;ctors you might uf-;u : evi3uating;

COlfREEC tie status of di;ciTpline in your Lmit

night be:

1. Devotion to duty.

2. Attention to details.

3. Standards of cleanliness, dress, .nd

military courtesy.

4. Ability and willingness to perform

effectively with little or no

supervision.

Wnich one of the following methods do

you think would be most helpful in

developing discipline?

(C4.OOSE ON!E)

a. Insure that all soldiers who are late

for formations are punished.

b. Refer all problem soldiers to the

company commander.

c. Maintain a balanced system of rewards

and punishments.

c IS TH' 114. One of the best methods to develop disci-

CORRECT AN'SWIIER pline is by instituting a fair and impartial

system for punibhmwent and an equitable dls-

tribution of privileges and rewards.

So far you havl ]oarned t,;o of the four

indications of leadership. They are

and

-7
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ADRALE 115. Sometimes confused with morale is the

DISCIPLINE "esprit-de-corps" indicator. You should

recall that morale is the individual's

state of mind. Esprit-de-corps is the

loyalty to, pride in, and enthusiasm

for the unit shown by its members. It

is a unit spirit.

Select the best factors for evaluating

the esprit-de-corps ir a unit.

(CHOOSE .Oru THAN ONE)

a. A strong competitive spirit.

b. Lxpressions from Lth men showing

enthusiasm for and pride in their unit.

c. High reenli:iti:,eut rate in the unit.

d. 1:1'gl morale.

a, b. AND c 11C. YEsprit-de-corps is the unit's person-

AR;'I CORRECT ality and exprcsse,; the unit's will to

AXSWEP S fight and win in spite of seemingly insur-

mountable odds.

is associated wit' the individ-

ual's attitude: whereas,

relates to the unit's attitude.

V
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0!'hAL!. LS 1" F 1 - 1roffci-oc); is the fourth ir.Kicator of

are rs;. It is thc technical, tactical,

an, .v:~a ability of the individual and

1' Linit LO perform the job or mission.

1'' 'roficlency is the Sur) Of the S:.ills

,j all Cie indlivicduals in the unit %,elded!

~o-etiuer by the leader into a smoothly

fuiictionin ; team.

roiiec results largely fror:

(100S1 : ONE)

Stronp supervision

c. Civilian education level of thle men

in your unit.

TRAINING l11F. Proficiency give.s the individual soldier a

feeling of confidence and security, lie

feels confident because he knows hie can do

his job and hie feels secure because he

knows the other:3 around him know their job

also.

Proficiency is related to which of the

basic human needs?

a1. Physical nleeds

b. Learned necds
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LEARNNED NEEDS 119. Your unit will attait, proficiency when you

demand high standards of individual and

group performance. Whic, of the followir, g

factors would you consider in evaluating

proficiency in your unit?

(CHOOSE ;'ORE TIU;: ONE)

a. Troop leading ability of junior leaderE..

b. Promptness and accuracy in disseminatir-

orders, instructions, and information.

c. Degree of shill demonstrated when

accomplishing tas' s.

d. Peaction time of the unit under various

situations and conditions.

ALL SHOULD 120. As determined previously, proficiency

BE CONSIDERED results largely from training; therefore,

as a leader, supervision of training shoul.

take much of your time.

Tirough training you develop the positive

indications of leadership.

Because tie indications of leadership are

interrelated and interdependent you must

seek to develop ther:

(CHOOSE OEI:)

a. Separately

I b. Concurrently

1



b. CO-CiJU1'.:TLY 12.. Since the indications of leadership are

interrelated and interdependent, they

mutually assist or adversely affect one

another. Just as low morale car affect

discipline, poor esprit-e-corp; can

affect

PROFICIE:CY 122. T1e development of the indications of

lcaders',ip is a continuous process wliich

-nust be carried out at all times particu-

larly during training and operations of

your unit.

'atch the indicators to the specific steps

that will develop each.

a. "orale Using competition
to develop team-
work.

b. Discipline Fair and impartial

system for punish-
ment/and an

c. Esprit-de- equitable system

corps of rewards
Recognize individ-

d. Proficiency ual performance and

convince him of his
importance to thf,
unit.
Provide cross
training.
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c. 123. Now let's see if you can updaite the

b. concept of leadership flowci,art.

a. 1.

d. D

OF
L

2. $ 4.

L S

3. y

R B
R

T B H
N

7.

P
Of.

L

- A
AND

10. y

' S

11.

oF
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] . 1~q:F:'IOI : 0OF 124. "ace you, tliv leader, have determined to

,Y; >,:I' wiat degree te indications of leadership

2. LiLA2E! are developed in your unit, you must con-

3. GROUP tinue to evaluate your unit in light of

4. SITUATION morale, esprit-de-corps, discipline, and

5. BASIC '-SPO.:- proficiency. 'This continuous evaluation

SIBILITIES ,ill indicate to you:

TRAITS a. Your effectiveness as a leader.

.PRINCIPLES OF b. If and where you have any leadership

LEADEPS1IP1 probler areas.

,S. BASfl KUA' c. The probable combat effectiveness of

your unit.

ACTIO:.S AN7) We say probable combat effectiveness because

ORDERS we never Imow what the unit will do until

10. SUPLRVISIOX1' it is under fire.

11. I:;DICATIONS A combat effective unit is the primary

OF LEADERSHIP of all leaders.
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GOAL 125. verything that the leader doe:, over-,

technique he employs is aimed at ju:st one

goal--the development of a . . .

COM AT 126. You, as a leader, must develop, train,

EFFECTIVE and maintain a unit that is capable of

U! IT accomplishing any . . . . . assigned

or indicated at any place or time wit:. th.,

minimum loss of tire, men, and equipment.

I
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127. At this time you should be able tc

construct the com~plete concept of

leadership flowchiart.

OF

OF

AND

OF
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1. DEFI'ITIO OF 12,8. The flowchart you have completed and

LEADERSHIP learned is the of

2. LEADER as it should be

3. GROUP practiced.

4. SITUATION

5. BASIC RESPON-

SIBILITIES

6. TRAITS

7. PRINCIPLES OF

LEADERSHIP

8. BASIC HUMAN

NEEDS

9. ACTIONS AND

ORDERS

10. SUPERVISION

11. INDICATIONS OF

LEADERSHIP

12. CO1AT EFFEC-

TIVE UNIT

CONCEPT OF 129. You have completed the programmed course

LEADERSHIP in the concept of leadership.
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L.EVIW x:D EVALUATIO:;

The Programmed Unit in the Concept of Leadership was reviewed

by one faculty member and five students from the Command and General

Staff College. After reviewing the unit, the achievement test was

administered to each reviewer. 'TLC purpose of the review was to solicit

their opinion of the lesson and criterion test. All reviewers concluded

that the lesson in all likelihood could eliminate the duplication of

instruction defect. (APPI7;DIX C)

Such a review cannot be considered a pilot test or validation

of the programmed unit, but it was used to determine if the qualified

reviewers felt that the instrument warranted further and broader testing.

P'roper testing would involve the programmed unit and achievement test

be administered to an adequate sample size group of recent Reserve

Officer Training Corps graduates prior to attending the Infantry Officer

Basic Course and a group of Infantry Officer Basic Course students having

Just completei formal platform instruction on the concept of leadership.

Both -roups must be tested and the test scores from both groups com-

pared to deterrine if the students who worked the self-instructional

programrcd tunit did as well as the instructed ,!roup. Such a tetst is

necessar. to determine the validity of the instrument. llowever, conclu-

sions can be drawn from the aforementioned review that the self-instruc-

tional programmed unit can meet its purpose and that it warrants further

testing.
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FOOTNOTES

1. It should be noted here that the basic content of the material
presented in this chapter is that of the Command and Leadership
Committee, USAIS.

-I r



CHAPTER VII

FIVDINGS AND RECOM-NDATIONS

The primary purpose of thiF final chapter is to briefly summarize

each discussJon chapter pointing out pertinent facts and findings that

were ascertained during the conduct of research and investigation. In

addition, several recommendations are made concerning how the findings

can improve leadership instructional techniques.

The purpose of this thesis was to determine if there is unwar-

ranted duplication of leadership instruction presented to Infantry

Officer Basic Course students and the lielihood of programmed instruc-

tion promising to partially overcome the defect. Investigation involved

researching general background material in leadership instruction content

and methods of program-wing. During the investigation it was necessary

to determine if in fact the concept of leadership had ever been pro-

gramnmed to do this; the writer surveyed the USCONARPC list of programmed

lessons, card files, and catalogs in the Command and General Staff

College library, and interviewed the Operations Officer of the Command

and Leadership Committee, USAIS. The foregoing research failed to turn

up any programmed leadership instruction. Following the initial re-

se-rch the thesis outliue was structured into seven chapters.

'hapter II describes the concept of leadershi i " and basically hio,

it is :rc :;,nted at thc . S. Army Infantry School. "ihc concept of

154
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leadership is a framework of definitions, techniques, and indicatore 

that lead to a combat effective unit. Important components of the 

concept include the following: 

. 

.Lo 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

B. 

9. 

The Leader 

Basic Responsibilities 

Traits 

Principles 

Han 

Actions and Orde.::.a 

Supervision 

Indications of Leadership 

Combat Effective Unit 

lSS 

The above mentioned compon1'mt:. are to be used as basic tools and 

guides to aid the leader in exercising his leadership ability. 

Chapter III concerns itself with a review and ant.l:'fsis of exi~;t-

ing leadership programs of the U. S. Army Infantry School nnd the C:.f::t.n•r:ve 

Officer Trai.ning Corps program to determine the scope of instruction and 

whether or not there is an overlap of instruction. Investigation re-

vealed that USCONARC directed the U. s. Army Infantry School to be the 

proponent agency for leadership instruction. In-this capacity the U. S. 

Army Infa~try School is responsible for leadership research and doctrine 

to be used in USCONARC schools. In. light of this it was found that 

Reserve Officer Training Corps and Infantry Officer Basic Course program's 

of instruction teach and define the same concept of leadership. Leader-

ship instruction in the Reserve Officer Training Corps program involves 

some 16 hours devoted to the concept of leadership. The impact of the 

duplication of instruction is demonstrated during Infantry Officer Basic 
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Course training when the student receives approximately five hours of

classroom instruction on the same concept of leadership.

Chapter IV defines programmed instruction in general, programmed

instruction in the Army, and describes various formats. Programmed

instruction is the proposed method to eliminate apparent duplication of

the concept of leadership instruction. Such programmed instruction is -

mechanized method of teaching based on certain characteristics such as

individual effort, stimulus, response, reinforcement, and cycle. This

relatively new teaching technique has enjoyed success in the field of

civilian education and within the Army's educational program. After

determining; that the concept of leadership could be programmed the con-

structed-response, linear format was selected because of favorable

attributes such as ease of presentation, wider use, and logical frame

:eq uencing. A programmed instructional unit is a teaching method that

will serve the purpose of a review for those students who need it or

teach those who require more than a brushup.

Chapter V discusses the determination of goals, performance

objectives, development of the achievement test, and preparation of the

lesson outline. In developing the lesson for programmed inqtruction,

four steps were used to prepare the concept of leadership.

1. Determine the overall educational goal the program is to

achieve.

2. Define specific performance objectives or what the student

* needs to know about the subject.

3. Construct a comprehensive achievement test to measure or

sample accomplishment of the performance objectives.

4. Preparation of the lesson outline covering the concept in a

logical sequence.

I , . i ~I ~ l . . . II ... . . . . . . . ." ' i I I I • I I I l III " . . . " 1 . . -i
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Chapter VI is the concept of leadership programmed unit and its

evaluation. The unit contains 129 frames that cover the ten concept of

leadership student performance objectives. This unit was evaluated by

one faculty member and five students from the Command and General Staff

College. All reviewers concluded that the lesson in all likelihood could

eliminate the duplication of instruction defect.

FINDINGS

Findings drawn from the research have a direct bearing on leacer-

ship instruction efficiency. They support the purpose of this thesis

and prove the two hypotheses to be true.

1. There appears to be a widespread duplication of instruction

between the iteserve Officer Training Corps, leadership program, and

Infantry Officer Basic Course leadership instruction.

2. Programmed instruction can serve as a review of previous

instruction.

3. The concept of leadership can be programmed in a self-instruc-

tional unit.

4. It is possible that a programmed instructional course will

adequately cover the performance objectives of the concept of leadersh.p.

5. The use of the concept of leadership self-instructional unit

could partially eliminate the duplication of instruction defect.

RECOMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are offered as courses of action

that should be considered by the U. S. Army Infantry School and other

Army service schools. Implementation of the recommendations should
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improve leadership instruction efficiency for Infantry Officer Basic

Course students.

1. The concept of leadership should not be eliminated from the

Infantry Ufficer Basic Course program of instruction.

2. All unnecessary duplication of formal instruction should be

eliminated.

3. The concept of leadership self-instructional programmed unit

sitould be tested by the Command and Leadership Committee at the U. S.

Army Infantry School.

'NEEDED RESEARCIC

1. Other areas where the concept of leadership self-instruction-

al programmed unit could be used such as correspondence and extension

courses should be investigated by interested Army service schools.

2. The time spent teaching the concept of leadership and the

current validity of the content of the concept of leadership should be

studied in light of more current leadership situations and case studies.

i
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Leadership Department

LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE 161
Fort Benning, Georgia

DESIRABLE TRAITS OF A LEADER LL(B. O, G, K. U. L. 8)20

CHECK LIST

The exercise of personal lead,-rship traits determines the nature of your ,iluence--whether your
men follow you with confidence, respect, willing obedience, and in a spirit of cioperation. The grade
you hold gives you authority--the right to direct and to supervise. However, to do an efficient job--to
get the most out of the men you are leading--vested authority alone is not suffi Lent. The success of

your unit and the satisfaction of your men in the accomplishment of a mission can only result from the
nature of your influence over the groun.

The following checklist covering four teen disi ralc traits of a ieadhr is offered as a guide I) assist
you in making a sell-evaluation. If you have dei, ie.,-ies and re( ogtruze them, you have a basis ior im-
provement. You will have to be the judge as to whether you possess these traits in a sufficiently high
degree to Lornmand the confident e, respect, obthdien e, and loyal cooperation of your men or wiether
you need further development. The checklist for cac i, of the traits is prefaced by notes showing the
definition and value of each trait. Following the ,l .,ckhst are suggestions for developing them. The
five columns represent the degrees of superior, exceilent, very satisfactory, satisfactory and unsatis-
factory.

1. KNOWLEDGI . Acquired information including professional knowledge and an understarding of

your subordinates.

Va ue: Knox. ledge will entble you to do your job; to employ and supervise your men more ef-
fectively; to plan; to anticipate; to solve problems; to determine how well the work is being accom-
plished.

Checklist: SUP EX VS S U

Do I know my job?

Do I keep myself thoroughly posted concern-
ing any changes in the scope of my work?

Do L tnink of the ways and means by which I
can improve the performance of my unit?

Do I :ontinuall try to increase my knowledge?

Do I try to improve myself?

Do I ask questions when I don't know?

Do I try to learn from my men their interests,
abilities, and the state of their welfare?

Arn I prepared to perform the duties ot the

nr'xt higleor ran ?__

Suggestions for developing:

Study: Pertinent rr;Lnuals, regulations, training directives, battle operations, military campaigns.

i,,id: I'he s(rvi:e! periudicals and books on the, Department of the Armny Reading List.

t1



Read: Daily newspap- rs aied weekly magazines and try to evaluate current news impartialIy a", 162
correctly.

Form the habit oi developing a serious conversation on military subjects.

Be alert, listtn, observe, conduct research on matters you do not understand.

l:valuate your experience and the experienc, of others.

2. COURAGE. Physical and moral--a mental quality which re( ognizes fear of danger or critici:smn
but enables the individual to meet danger or opposition with calmness and firmness. Moral courage is
the recognition of what is right and just and the .dhercnce thereto in spite of criticism and without hope

of reward.

Value: Courage will assist you to accomplish your objective regardless of the physical danger

encountered, and to recognize and stand up for what you know to be right, even in .he face ,f adversit:

or condemnation.

Checklist: SUP EX VS S U

Do I control my fear by forcing myself to do my

duty even though it involves those things of which I

am afraid?

Do I look for and readily accept responsibili-

ties ?

Do I accept the blame when I am at fault?

Do I practice speaking in a calm tone and keep

an orderliness in my thought processes in order to

develop self-control and calmness?

Do I stand for what is right in the face of popu-

lar condemnation?

Suggestions for developing:

Study and understnd your emotion of fear.

Control your fear by developing self-discipline and calmness.

Speak in a calm tone; keep an orderliness in your thought processes; don't exaggerate physical

danger or adversity in your own mind.

If you fear doing certain things in your daily life, force yourself to do these things until you conquir

them.

St nd for what is right in the face of popular condemnation.

Look for and readily accept responsibilities.

* A( cept the blame when at fauIt.

3. INITIATIVE. lhc quality of seeli what has ti b docwi and coo!em Ing a coUrse .f aliion.

V,iu,': lnitiai ,l * - tItle yor I .rigiiate iril cart v lhriigli ,i ii lion , oomphlion; tc mime?

needi itd pr ibletis 1or whi, h i., previous soh i -il iyit/v be it hand.

-1



Do I full t -ept the r sponsObility f niy job a,"

ar;ider

l)o I lr,-quti-itly , he, m iyselt fr lazinv's,

.. I.i .i wcil a, physi .1, anid for e v ysclf l"

ditionj
F .. . . . . . . . --

lM, I lh ik .al,.ad 
'

lJI ,i~Lnl.ly ,.iir+tn,' gin.+t-r i-.Nlpnlslhiilt 5 ? -

I)o I look fur tllii 4 ,i th.,t riced to be- don. in ii

t1,ern withut being t,jld arid without hesitation'?

.Suggcstions tor developing:

Evaiuante yourself for laziness- -mental as well as physical.

Develop habits of staying mentally and physically alert.

Train yourself to recognize task that need to be done and do them without having to be told ,rid

without hesitation.

Think ahead.

4. DECISIVENESS. Ability to make decisions promptly ana then express them in a clear and

torceful manner.

Value: Decisiveness will help you instill in your subordinates a feelin, of confidence in their

Leader. Coupled with an ability to make wise decisions, it eliminates uncertarhty and hlps build dis-
cipline.

Checklist: SUP EX VS S U

Do I make up my mind promptly?

Do I issue directions in a clear, forceful man-
ner ?

Do I take a positive attitude toward overcoming
difficult problems rather than "putting it off until
tomorrow"

In making decisions do I:

Get all the facts?

Weigh the facts?

Decide on a course of action?

Check results?

E valuate results?

DO I LL( ept r,.sponsibility for rny work, con-

siulting my superior only when I am in doubt?

3



LC.ll'll l•l IH! potdliv<· in ynu1· actions, Don't delay; dlln 1t "lJ/Ifll nrtmml Lhn huHh, 11 

(id tho f<~,:t!:l, mltkt• up yuur mind, nnd then iH!Hl<J oi'CJertJ in u dVUl', {orc<dul maiiiW.I", 

C:ln:ck dedhion~ you lH1V1: lllHdo to dclennincl if lhuy nrc: ~ourul, 

CiH)Gk decisions made by others. If you do not agr<:e, think why; lhcn rlt.:tcrmlm• i£ y<•ur f'f!l:som; 
lor di1;;agrcement arc sound. 

l\roadcn your viewpoint by studying tho actiona of otlwrs, 

T;;kc advant;:q~c of the e>.l'erioncc of others. Learn from their rnitHnkes, 

'i. TACT, The ability to <le<tl with other11 without cr<:allng of!cmH<!, 

Value: T<1ct helps to maintain self-<:Htuum and !:lelf-cunfidencl! in your sulmrdinat<;H and IHIHiHI.>i 
in fo,;tc•ring plc::t~ant hurnan relations, 

Checklist 

Do I try to treat others as 1 expect to be 
trPated? 

t\m I courteous, fricmlly, and cheerful? 

Do I give the other man a chnnce to "save 
face" when he is wrong? 

!!::tvc I bt•cn able to overcome personal dis
likes for ccrt::tin people and give them the same 
lrc~ttmcnt which I accord other~? 

Do I control my temper? 

Do I resist the temptation to "have the last 
word"? 

Do 1 praise my men when they deserve it? 

Do I ~;hare with my men their hazards and 
hardships? 

Am las tactiful with my men as I am with my 
cornrnanderH '? 

Suggt! s tions for dcvelopin_g: 

n~:- courteous. 

l3c cheerful. 

Hav•· consideration and regard for othcru, 

SUP EX vs s u ·-

Study llw adions of :;uccesafui lcadm·s who enjoy a reputation {oL' being nhlc to hanollc human n'la
tionM skillfully. 

Study diffL•rcnt typeH of pcrsonalitit~s; gain a knowledge of human nalnrc, 

nev<•lop the habit of <'ooj><'rntin~-: in spi:rlt 1111 well a11 in !net, 

4 
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Check .oursclf for tolerance; it at tault, correct this dcfi.iency. 165

Practtice thic Gold Rul. "Do onto others as you would have them do unto you.

6. IUS'I(A. li ing impartial and consistent in exercising authorily.

Value.: Justice will help you to give every man his due according to his deeds. Few things will
disrupt the morale and discipline of your men more than unfairness or partiality. Being just wiil stint-
ulate your men to gr,.ater effort and achievement and give them a feeling of stalility.

SUP EX VS U

W I k rrec toI I

Do I gi e advifcv and encouragement ?

I). 1 v.r thrate,, __ _ _

Do I ref,;sc to snow favoritism?

)o I sr i r. y nierital attitudt s to determinte if I

olc iny pre.ud6,'s, and if so, do I rid my mind of

Ant I ,iipe rson-I and imrpartial when adnonish-

imk! my nlen ' _

Sun,'stitOu, tor developing:

-;t . r, h your mental attitudes to lte-rminc if you hold any prejudices and if so, rid your mind of

Analyze cases acted upon hy leaders who ha e a reputation for being just.

I ' l it) no lavor its,.

P., 1.ondest wAit OUurs'lf.

Ljt' O <iaZ( tho."" Juimor worthy of ornelrcdiation or award. Don't be known as one who dispenses
oz.I % p-inith; ln it.

7. )PI I.NDAl 1"l. Tk,- certainty of prtpr performance Of duty With loyalty to seniors and
l. i to 1h all" .

V I., own lorit%,In: will instill in your m en t onfidonc, in your ability to lead and care t,,r
1:,-(';,. It V-1i' 1, ) you t g;in rts:oect and presl gc.

, I
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Checklist: SUP I .X " VS S __U6

H ave I dieveloped th,' habit of honest thinking?

D, I .- , coriplisl. eve ry task to the best of r,y

ability'

A m I exa. , in details 7

Am I pun. tual '

Do I constantly endeavor to correct deficie,-

ces i. my unit? '

Do I give adequate attention to the general

welfare ot my met, 2

D go owt of iry way to help a man inK ___ _ _ _ __

Do I treat my rnen so that they come to me
with teir difficulties ?- 

,i

hove I conduicted mryself in such a muanner I-

that roy men have conftidence in my judgment arol
in) mv desire and ability t,, are for them"

Rergardtess of mny jw ideas, do I faithfully 1
execut : an rder given to me by rny seniors?

Suggestions tor develoTingr

Develop the habit of honest thinking.

Do not make excuses.

Do every task assigned to you to the best of your ability regardless of personal beliefs.

Be exact in details.

Form the habit of being punctual.

Give adequate attention to the general welfare of your men.

Follow orders to the letter in spirit and fact.

8. !IYAPTN(;. Creating a favorable impression in carriage, appearance, and personal conduct at
i1l tin es.

Value: Fearing enables you to set an example of appearance andl conduct for your iien and
oraintain dignity under all cir. umstan rs.

[ '

; 6
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C hecklist: Sul, EX VS S U

Du I require of mysvlf the tgighest standards in
appearance and conduit?

l)o I avoid tIe use' 4 vulgarity

l)o I ,uv;uiI c vi;ir,-, II-Vo;dvu , l"

l)Do I ,jv,,dc ext i,, d. rinaking liquor?

)o I habitually ina.i ntain a dignified demanor ?

Suggestions for developing:

Require of yourself the highest standards in appearance and conduct.

Know and adhere ti regulations concerning dress and conduct.

Avoid use cf vulgar speech.

If you drink liquor, drink moderately.

Avoid coarse behavior.

Habitually maintain a dignified demeanor.

Avoid making a spe, tacle of yourself.

9. ENDURANCE. ' he mental and physical stamina measured by the ability to withstand pain,
fatigue, distress, and hardship.

Value: Endurance enables you to function in an exemplary manner under great physical and

mental strain.

Checklit: SUP EX VS S U

Do I frequently examine myself for mental or
physical laziness?

Do I practice physical training habits and tasks

which will strengthen my body?

Do I frequently test my physical and mental

endurance 
"

Do I force myself to study, even *houh I am

tired and sluggish, in order to develop mental

stamina ?

Do I finish every task assigner to me to the

',.st of my ability and as quickly as is possible?

i Do i avoi nonessertial .ictivities which wili

lower rny starina?

>,uggestobns for developing:

Avoid nonessential activities that will lower stamina.

7
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Cul!ivnt1> phy:;ical training hubilH thnt will strengthen your body; learn t0 Htawl puni~thmcul by Ull· 

dertaldng dil'finllt phyHical tnHk!J, 

Te"t your <'tH!urnnce by frequently subjecting yourHeiC to unusual physical and rnuntal axcrclsca. 

l-'nr<'<' yout'!H'lf to :ltutly on occasionH wht!lt you nr" tlret! anrl your mind iH Hlugglsh. 

Form the h:.1bit of finiHhing every task to the best of your nbiliti<JH, 

10. ENTHUSLASM. The display of sincere intcre;~t and exuberance in th<! performa!"JCC o! duties. 

V:tluc: fo:ntlnu;insm will arO\I!HJ intcnge lnlcreHt of <Jnc 1 s self, nn•l oth1:r11, ln the accotnpliHh
mvnt "f the miH8ion am\ will instill optimism and a "can do" spirit in your unit, 

Check lest; 

t\m I che<:rful and optimistic? 

Do 1 have an intense interest in rny work? 

Do I make it a point to understand the "why" 
of S<'etnln~ly undesirable assigmnents? 

Do I t:apitallze on success to develop cntlnH;iasrn 
in tny nwn? 

Dol spt aside a period of each day when 1 can 
s•Jl my mind free from concern about official 
matter>;'? 

Sugg('Stion,; for developing: 

Understand and believe in your mission. 

Be cheerful and optimistic, 

SUP EX 

Explain to your men the "why" of uninteresting and distastdul jobs. 

vs s u 

Capitalize on Hucccss, EnthusiaHm is contagiouH and nothing will develop it mor•: than the success 
of the u nil or individual. 

-

Don't get stale. Set aside a period <!very day to free your mind of qfficial matters, and relax. _ 

II. UNSELFISHNESS. The avoidance of providing for one's own comfort and personal advancement 

Vallw: Unselfishness will allow you to develop respect and gain the cooperation of your men. 
Men want a leader who will sec that they have the best that can be provided for them by honest means 
tmdcr any circumstances, Therefore, you must put the comfort, pleasure, and recreation of your n1en 
bL,f0rc your own. 

Checldist: 

Do! ••void !H't•king comfort for my~:~clf ltefon• 
~·:tt•itl~~ fur tny rru~n? 

[),,I :1vnid IJHing rny r;utk ot• poHition lt> lnerl!atw 
perholl:d gnin :1t lht• expon::Je of olherll'~ 

llo 1 g<'t' that •ny nwn have the hl'Al thnt I can 
pt·ovidt• for tlwm ·.-

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

~s_u_P __ r-E_x __ +-_v_s __ -+ __ s ____ ~--u~~ 
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,,, . .,,d •••vlunll P•'l'tWJ\111 • •'lllfnl'l at Llw L'XJlL'lliW ,)( •JllHJl'll, 111 urcl<'l' lo do thu, avoid u»IIIJ' YHIII' 
p<~~lltllll !IIHI rnnk to tlnhnnL:t' ynlll' pt1rlwnal~o:nln, l.lOt\•ty, Ol' plu,lllllrl•, 

'I' I'\ '" ''""'.'''"tnnd I itt• !ll'nblt•mR, mllltn!'Y ur JH!l'Monul, oC your men, 
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1.'.. I I•JTI·.I ill I 'I' 'I, lll'riglol"' ''" .,r "'''' ,.,.,,,., . .o11d """''""''"'' '.'' . ..!..'.'~":!• .. '.l"'it!•·ip~•·; l~••.:.!J!!:.!!~'.Y .• ••E_f•l:!:•!!.'!.~~· 
1 I'~IIL~LIIllt'!'!i .'.l.lt~l !1_1.11\I~:;!J'_• 

"'"'"': lntei·P'lly l:< ""'',If the mollt dt•Hlrud qualllloH of rnunancl will cau11e holh your HUIIiortl 
'"'d sul,rHdinatns to n·hpuct you, The nature o! tho military pro!el!slon Ullrnunds thnt thllro bu no dcviu• 
tio11 from the highc:il standards o! personal integrity, 

ll<o l tn:•int:11n iligh ntornl standards? 

1\m honest and truthful with myself at all timeH? 

llrn I accur:1t<: and truthful in all of my state-
11H!ntg? 

!),, rdw:.tys stand up for what I believe to be 
rigltl '? 

SuggustirJT~S for duvdoping: 

SUP EX 

Pr:•\.'lict• :~hsolule honesty and truth!ulness with yourself at all times. 

vs 

lk accurate and truthful in all of your statements, ~)oth oflicial and unofficial. 

s 

St;,nd :·or \Vh<•t '/''u know and believe to be right even in the face of adverse comment. 

u 

Whuncvcr you arc tempted to eompr~mise, place honesty, sens~ of duty, and moral principle!! 
dhovu all clrH:. 

13. LOY J\ LTY. F:\ithfulness to country, the J\ rrny,~r unit, your senior, and subordinatc·s·:· ... 

Value: Loyally "'~able,; you to gain the trust anrl respect c( your seniors ~nd suborrlinates, 

Checklist: 

Du l defend rny men a~ainsl unfair criticism? 

Do pasM on to my rn<:n rHders frorn .my seniors 
witl.r,llt t!"' slightest hint <J( di:-;agrr:errwnt3 

IJ,, l ;,cr 'Hnplili.lt <:very t:Jsk assigned to rnr: l<> tl1t: 
!H·:,t r,f "'Y :tlnlity whik faithfully HllJ>Jl'H"ting my nJJn

J n:t 11d•: r ·~ 

llu J lll't ,.;,y tlw 1 r•JHI •>f rny as social<:!! hy gJvLng 
·,nfortn:llion on purso11al probl<:rnH which they hnvr; 
dls~.·t:Ssl:d \Vilh rnc? 

11,, l st:IIHI <tp for my eounlry, the Army, n1y unit, 
:•JHI my :ts~<>ci:ttcs wltL'Il they :1ru unjustly accused? 

? 

'· .. : . . · ... r:. 

· · .:: •. ,J,,i;~·~:·::i}V·}h: 

SUP EX vs s u 

I ·--
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lit• quick to dl'fend your n1en from abuHe, 

N"v'-''' givt• lht! sllghlt·Ht hint of diHugreern"nt will, fll'<iorH from your senJ,,r whnn r••J;Jtlng inHtrcJc.
tion::i to your rnen. 

Practice doing every laHk to the bcHt of your ability and whole-heartedly Hupport your C()rnrn:.wdcr 1 1S 
deci~ions. 

Never discuss with others pcrtconal problcmH of your nusoc:iates. 

Stand up for your eountry, your i\rmy, your unit 11ncl your associates when they arc unju!ltly 
accuHed. 

14. .: UDGMI!;NT. Weighing facts and possible solutions on which to base sound dcdsions, 

Value: Judgment enables you to make sonnd and timely decisions after collecting and e-valuat
ing all facts. 

Checklist: 

Do I make a careful estimate of the situation 
by weighing advantages and disadvantages of several 
plan::l, prior to selecting a course of action? 

Do I accept recommendations from my men? 

Do I evaluate all eRsential information before 
making a decision? 

Suggestions for development: 

Practice making estimates of the situation. 

SUP EX vs s u 

Anticipate those situations of the military profession'that require decisions so that you are pre
pared when the need arises, 

nc careful to avoid a rash approach to arriving at decision!!, 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

-
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LLADERSIIP ELxAMINIATION

.IULTIPL ChOICE

DIIRLCTiICZS: Items j-25 are Multiple Choice type. Each item

requires only one answer. ndicate your selection of the BEST answer

by markin, the appropraitc sp)ace oU tic machine graded answer card.

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE

UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD

TO DO SO.
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EXAMINATION

Each item requires only one answer.

1. A soldier must make physical and emotional adjustments to military

life. To aid the soldier in adjusting, a good leader

A. capitalizes on his strong traits.

B. assists in satisfaction of the soldier's basic human needs.

C. insures compliance with action and orders.

J. realizes the similarities between men.

2. A leader can best instill a feeling of respect and confidence on

the part of his subordinates when his attitude toward them is

A. disguised behind his outward actions.

B. expressed to individuals of his unit.

C. one of sincerity and reflecting concern for their welfare.

D. one which defends both right and wrong actions.

3. Mlorale may be defined as

A. a unit's pride or enthusiasm.

B. a unit's tactical and technical ability to perform the job or

mission.

C. the individual's state of mind.

D. a unit's strict adherence to orders.

4. WThat does the term "military discipline" mean?

A. Primary means by which a commander instills loyalty in his men.

6. Automatic obedience to orders so necessary to any organization

when engaged in extremely hard fighting.I
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C. Prompt obedience to orders and the initiation of appropriate

action in the absence of orders.

D. Creation of an attitude toward loyal action.

5. The complex nature of modern warfare requires that lcadership

ability be

A. developed to a high degree in all subordinate leader;.

6. authoritative, allowing little opportunity for initiative and

resourcefulness.

C. of the "face-to-face" type where the leader imposes his physical

presence on each subordinate.

D. given no more inportance than at any other time in rilitary

his tory.

6. What does the term 'esprit de corps' mean?

A. Creation of an attitude toward loyal action.

B. Individual's state of mind.

C. The first step in developing the leadership ability of sub-

ordinate leaders.

D. Loyalty to, pride in, and enthusiasm for a unit as shown by its

members.

7. The principles of leadership are

A. means to evaluate your unit.

B. guides for actions and orders.

C. part of the problem solving process.

D. indicators to determine the combat effectiveness of your unit.
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8. The beat method for a leader to determine the degree to which he

possesses the traits of a leader is to

A. make an honest self evaluation.

B. have a successful leader evaluate his traits.

C. invite criticism, constructive or otherwise, of his traits by

his contemporaries.

D. observe the reaction of the men to his orders.

9. In the first step of the problem solving process, you will be aided

by looking at the

A. principles of leadership.

B. indications of leadership.

C. desirable traits of a leader.

D. supports and stresses.

10. The best way to develop loyalty in your subordinates is to

A. work closely with them being partial to those who exhibit

loyalty to you.

BI. demonstrate the proper performance of duty being loyal to both

seniors and subordinates.

C. indicate that responsibility for orders rests with higher head-

quarters.

D. demonstrate your loyalty to them in all instances.
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11. You are i I.iton leader; one of your squad leaders has cemonstrated

a complete lck of aggressiveness and determination. Further, he

has tailed to properly supervise his squad. Which one of the follow-

ing principles of leadership will guide you in taking the necessary

corrective action?

A. Develop a sense of responsibility among subordinates.

o. Know your men and lookout for their welfare.

C. Uiiploy your comiand in accordance with its capabilities.

D. Set the example.

12. The best method of developing esprit-de-corps in a unit is by

A. promoting competition through a broad athletic and recreational

program.

i;. capitalizing on the use of ceremonies, symbols, and slogans.

C. placing emphasis on unit accomplishment of difficult tasks and

giving recognition of these achievements.

D. assigning undesirable tasks equally to all subordinates.

13. A soldier's adjustment to Army life is accomplished most readily

when the commander

A. takes positive action to assist in satisfying the individual's

basic human needs.

B. places emphasis on the satisfaction of the soldier's physical

needs.

C. assigns men to jobs according to their personal desires.

b. explains to the soldier the importance of his job and the reason

tur his assignment.
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14. To utilize leadership traits most effectively in the exercise of

command, thc leader must

A. first understand that these traits are not present to the same

degree in all men.

B. through self-analysis determine his weak traits.

C. capitalize on his strong traits.

D). adopt the best qualities of successful commanders.

15. As a platoon leader, you give one of your squad leaders the job of

preparing your vehicles for a Saturday inspection. To properly

supervise your squad leader, you should

A. check when the job is completed to see if it is done properly.

B. stay at the motor pool and give him constant guidance.

C. set the example by showing him exactly how it should he done.

D. check on the task Sometime during the time it is being accom-

plished and then at its completion.

16. Thie best method to develop discipline in your unit is to

A. make the men feel they are essential parts of the unit.

Si. establish a sound Physical conditioning program.

C. establish a fair reward and punishment system.

D. set high standards of performance and insist they be met.

17. It is necessary for the commander to evaluate his unit continuously

in light of the four indications of leadership because such an evalua-

tion is

A. a means of solving problems within his command.

ii. the first step in developing the leadership ability of his

subordinates leaders.

AI
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C. a method by which a commander can determine his stronig traits.

D. a means of detenining the probable combat effectiveness ol his

command.

18. A leadership principle is a fundamental truth which berv-s as

A. a guide in making an honest self evaluation of a leacer 's

personality.

B. an inflexible rule that will insure successful accomplishment of

the mission.

C. a guage to determine unit readiness.

i. a rule to guide the conduct and actions of a leader.

19. The PRIMARY goal of all leaders is to

A. take positive action to satisfy the individual's basic human

needs.

B. develop a unit that is technically and tactically proficient.

C. develop a combat effective unit.

D. win tne respect ane confidence of his men.

20. The concept of leadership is based on the fact that

A. all men respond favorably to fair and impartial treatment.

B. the personality of an individual is shaped through t:he forces

of his environment and experiences.

C. the "born leader" has an advantage which iL difficult for the

"trained leader" to overcome through practice.

D. military leadership is an art and, as such, can be learned and

developed.

! I
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21. The purpose of the problem solving process is to

A. enable the leader to teach Lien to solve their own problcs.

B. assist the leader in maintaining discipline within his command.

C. provide a sound and analytical approach to the solving of

problems.

0. enable leaders to solve problems by using the indications of

leadership as guides.

22. A leader can best evaluate the proficiency of his unit by

A. accepting the opinion of subordinate leaders and by personal

observation.

o. acknowledging that written reports are often biased and there-

fore he should rely on personal observation.

C. personal observation, evaluation of training tests, and an

analysis of administrative reports and records.

o. requesting higher headquarters to conduct frequent training

tests.

23. The leader's TWO basic responsibilities are to

A. motivate his subordinates and look out for their welfare.

.;. accomplish the mission and communicate with his subordinates.

C. accomplish the mission and look out for the welfare of his men.

0. set the example and develop discipline within his unit.
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24. Which class of basic human needs are the same for cvervone?

A. Security needs.

B. Learned needs.

C. Physical needs.

D. Environmental needs.

25. Which indication of leadership measures the positive reaction

capabilities of a unit in a combat situation?

A. Loyalty.

B. Decisiveness.

C. Courage.

D. Discipline.

IL 4-
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Name: Lowell D. Bittrick

rank: Xaj or

Branch: Infantry

Source of Commission: WOTC

.Military Schooling: IOUC 1961, Inf CAR Course 1966, Command and Genera

Staff College 1972-73

Civil Schooling: iSBA, Crei.htoI University

Military Experience:

Platoon Leader 1961

Asst Comdt ACO cadeiiv 1961.-62

Co. Co A, 2d Bn, /,th Bde, Fort Urd, California 1962-63

XU, Co C, !st isn (Abn), 503d Inf 1963-64

CO, Co 6, ist Bn (Abn), 503d Inf 1965-66 (Victnam)

Cl Off, G2 IId Corps 1966

CO, Co A, 9th Spt Bn 1967

G3 AIR, 23d iuf Div 1967-68 (Vietnam)

Asst FMS, 4entworti, Military Academy 1968-71

Chief TDA bcc, i 'orce Development iv, )CSOPS, USA!'V 1.971-72

(Vietnam)

CO>4ENTS: The overall paper is excellent in that it gets tc the root of

the atter in such a manner as to insure that the concent is understood.

It serves not only as an excellent teaching vehicle but also as an in

depth review of the concept of leadership. Itc; structure and format 0oes

far in reducing teachin, time while rinforcing the lcarning, process to

o '.,,rcatcr o.xtent than tiat normally tound in the conventional teaching

• .,ttunt ion.
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14ame: James M. uorton

Kank: Captain, K%

Branch: Military lntellicnce

Source of Commission: :(uTC, D.IG

Militzxy Schooling; Armor Officers Basic Course, U.S. Army School

.uropc: - German Language, Combat Intelligence Officers Course, Military

Intelligence Advanced Course, Command and General Staff College

Civil Schooling: LA in Political Science, The Citadel 1964

.1ilitiry Lxperience:

Company XO

iPlatoon Leader

Sector Intelligence Advisor (Vietnam)

Intelligence Aialyst anc Briefer (Vietnam)

CO LENTS: I found the pro7rammec unit in question to be appropriate I.ni

perti.ient especially if directed (as it is intended) at :ew, young Army

jeaders who are on tnelr 'first iour" or arc just assuming same. it is

also -ertinent apd of eaucational Dcnefit to ROTC students in either

their basic or advanced phases. !I administered inunediatoly prior to

or in conjunction with actual practical or field training, the unit

could greatly enhance the learning process and provide a frame of thought

and reference for the new iea..er during his (or her) developmental phase

and thus possibly mold his future style, traits, effectiveness, and

success or failure.

i ' n , Il

...*1llI llilM n ni m ., mu n ~
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Name: James Joiner

Rank: Captain, RA

Branch: Infantry

Source of Commission: OCS

HIilitary Schooling: OCS, Infantry Officer Advanced Course, Command and

General Staff College

Civil Schooling: BS, University of Tampa

Military Experience:

Platoon Leader

Company Commander

B3N S3

COMMENTS: The concept of leadership self-instruction programmed unit

should be tested as soon as possible by the U. S. Army Infantry School.

I feel that it will not only review the concept of leadership, but it

will teach the concept to those students without prior knowledge of the

concept of leadership.
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Name: Walter E. Naumann

Rank. Major, &lA

B~ranch: Infantry

Source of Comission: R~OTC

Military Schooling: Infantry Officer Basic Course, Infantry Officers

Motor Officer Course, Infantry Officer Advanced Course, Defense Language

Institution, Coimand and General Staff College

Civil Schooling: RA in Political Science, The Citadel 1959

Military Experience:

Instructor, U. S. Army Training Center, Fort Dix, NJ

Company Commander (USA and Vietnam)

Battalion Operations Officer

Senior Advisor (Vietnam)

Asst Professor of Military Science, Loyola College

Operations Officer (Vietnam)

COMMlENTS: isased on my schooling and leadership experience, I believe

thiat the concept of leadership self-instructional programed unit is an

outstanding teaching vehicle that should be put into use Immediately.

It will correct the duplication of instruction problem and I feel that

it could be used in all service schools.
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Name: ilichael M. Schneider

Rank: Major, FRA

Branch: Military Intelligence

Source of Commission: ROTC

Military Schooling: Infantry Officer Basic Course, Army Security Agency

Basic Course, Military Intelligence Advanced Course, Coumnd and General

Staff College

Civil Schooling: BA in Mathematics, Texas M&M University 1962, M1S in

Operations Research, Naval Postgraduate School 1971

Military Experience:

Company Coimmander in U. S. Army and Vietna

Battalion Level and Joint Level Staff Officer

Instructor, U. S. Army Security Agency Training Center and School

COMMENTS: Based on schooling, both military and civil, and on experience

as an Instructor, it is felt that the proposed programed unit for

refresher training in the concept of leadership would not only offer a

savings in actual instructor time but would also serve as a more viable

vehicle for entry officer review in this subject than does present

classroom presentation.
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